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Economists warning
inflation may return
By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK AP ) - A group of
economists warned today that
double-digit inflation and
economic stagnation could return
in the next two or three years,
_despite growing signs of an
econ.ornic recovery.
The Shadow Open Market Committee. made up of "monetarist"
economists, urged the Federal
Reserve Board to slow the growth
of the nation's money supply, even
if it means slowing the pace of the
recovery. It also called for curbing the growth of federal spending, a tougher stand on loans to
debt-ridden nations and went on
record against protectionist trade
restrictions.

Complete details
in today's sports section

AN
ALL
-KENTUCKY
CITY

PLAY-BY-PLAYS (IF WINNING COACH
The most recent
basketball contest of rivals Calloway County High School and Murray High School induced various displays of emotion from Calloway
County Head Coach Jack Pack during the Saturday night game won
by Calloway 60-54 Counterclockwise from left Pack uses a different approach in discussing a game call with the referee, finds the
floor makes a more confortable seat for game viewing arid, after victory was assured, heartily embraces Craig Darnell following his
game-winning shot For detaiLs of game see Page 9
Staff photos by Jennie ;onion

The conunatee owes its name to
its self-appointed role as a watchdog of the policy-making arm of
the Fed, which is known as the
Federal Open Market Committee.
Monetarists believe the quantity
of money determines the level of
economic activtty and prices. If
the money supply grows too quickly. they believe inflation will be
spurred: if money supply grows
too slowly, the economy will be
choked off.
•'We have paid a very high price
in this country to get rid of inflation. It would be foolish policy to
squander that now." said Allan
Meltzer, a Shadow Conunittee
member and professor at the
Graduate School of Industrial AdContinued On Page 2)

Local teams head for
post-season playoffs
Five local basketball teams are involved in post-season playoffs
this week including Murray State's men and women, Murray High's
boys and girls and Calloway County's boys.
Tonight Calloway's [Akers tipoff the local countdown when they
play Hickman County at 8:15 at Marshall County High School in the
First Region Tournament.
In the same tournament,seeing action in thie 8:15 p.m. game Tuesday, will be the Murray High Tigers playing Carlisle County.
. Tickets to the boys regional playoff are on sale at the individual
schools for $2 Students,$2.50 adults and $3.50 for reserve chair seats.
Murray High's Lady Tigers play Wednesday night' in the First
Region Tournament at Mayfield in the 8 p.m. game against Symsonia.
Advance tickets for reserve chair seats will be on sale at MRS for
$3.50 each. Tickets may be purchased at the gate for $2 and $3,
students and adults.
Murray State's Lady Racers play Tuesday in Cookeville, Tenn., in
the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference women's tournament.
MSU faces Eastern Kentucky in the 4 p.m. game Tuesday and the
winner advances to Wednesday's game against Middle Tennessee,
which earned a bye for winning the conference championship.
Murray State's Racers, victors of the OVC men's championship
will host the OVC postseason tournament Friday and Saturday.
Tennessee Tech and Morehead State play in the first game,Friday
at 7 p.m. while Murray and Akron square off in the nightcap at 9:15
p.m.
The winners advance to Saturday's solo championship game at
7:30p.m.
Advance tickets must be purchased for both nights of the tournament. Bleacher seats will cost $15 for both nights, but students may
purchase single-night tickets for $7.50 at the gate.
Single tickets will be sold for the championship game for $7.50
Saturday at the gate.
Advance tickets may be purchased in Room 211 of. Roy Stewart
Stadium from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
For complete tournament and game details, see today's sports section. Pages 8-10.

County, city speech teams place in tournament
The junior high and high school
teams of Calloway County placed
first in their divisions while Murray High School was second in the
Kentucky High School Speech
League Regional Tournament
Saturday at Murray State University.
Calloway County High, threetime defending state champion,
scored 135 points and qualified 32
Of 33 possible entries for the upcoming state tournament Murray
High totalled 103 points and

qualified 23 entries for state onipetition Trigg County placed
third with 64 points
Calloway 's junior high team
scored 112 points arid qualified 22
of 27 entries for state competition
The Calloway County Middle
School took second place honors
with 79 points and Murray High
junior varsity placed third with 76
points
Calloway varsity members
qualifying for the state tournament include Bill Murray, Hoget

Music In Our Schools Week
begins today on nationallevel

MUSIC INSTRUCTORS — Are. musk taechers met Friday in the
"9iversity Center at Murray State to dismal plans and events
scheduled for-the national observance of Mask In Our Schools Week
which begins today. Repreeintatives are from Calloway Comity
Schools, Murray City Schools, Murray State University and the htSU
student chapter of Meek Educators National Cenferanco Those present were (from talk front row) Joan Bewher, choral director, Murray High Scheel; Karen Midas, choral director, Murray Middle
School; Sara Atkinson, choral director, North Elementary Scheel;
(ascend row) Ueda Stalls, choral director,East Elementary School;
Marge Shown. choral director, Southwest Elensentary Scheel: sod
Lavaughn Wells, dieral director, Camay County nib School;
(back Row) Wayne Pepe and Kevin White, band directors, Can;
Roger Reichmetik president of Lucky Musk Educators Ammo:1,We and chairmen' of the department of meek at MEV; Paul
Bladdiurn, bead director. MIS; mod nice MaUkMU musk
department WNW tasenher and *ewer of the SIIENC dopier.

The ninth annual national observance of "Music In Our Schools
Week" begins today under the
sponsorship of the Music
Educators National Conference
MENC
Endorsed by President Reagan,
the theme 9( the observance is
— Music Is Everybody's
Language" and will feature
millions of students, music
educators and supportihg
organizations across the country
In celebration.
In Kentucky, there will be performances at the state • capitol
OSCil day by school musical
organizations and demonstrations
at learning that occurs in the wool
music classroom setting.
Businesses, community
organizations and schools are
joining together to increase support for musk educatiah
Free concerts by school groups.
open houses, public service announcements on radio and television, articles in newspapers, pro
clamations by governors, mayors
and city councils are just a few of
the activities planned

.11/tvit
14:z.v'orbody:v
Language
At the local level, many musical
activities and events are being offered toward broadening public
awareness.
These events include a concert
at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday featuring
the Hopkinsville High School Boys
Chorus, Barbara Felts, director.
The concert will be in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Mutray State
University.
Al I p.m Tuesday there will be
s student voice recital featuring
Pam Johnston, also in the Annex
Recital Hall.
The University of Wisconsin at
Eau Qaire "Singing Statesmen"
Male Chorus will perform in the
Anne: Recital Hall at 10:30 am
(Callnued Ott Page 21

Tucker. and 1 lin Williams, broad
casting, Mark Cooper. Bill Min
ray, and A1.111 Miller, humorous
interpretation. Alan Miller.
Sherri Mills, Debbie Walker,
dramistn interpretation.
Shaun Bul'y and Stephanie
Welch. 1.11 Bally and Candi Glass,
and Molly Imes and Sherri Mills,
duet acting. Vincent Alton, Kenneth Futrell, and Allen Millard,
boys extemporaneous speaking,
Melissa Ilertidon, Lisa Kt-tser.
and Tracey'Brown, girls extern;arra neou_s speaking .
Lon Burkeen.-- Allen McClard.
and Bill P'Pool. original oratory.
Jana Hopkins, Carrie Paschall.
Ian Yarbrough, poetry, Candi
Glas.s, Shaun Bury, and Karen
Adams. prose, Chuck Cathey,
Mark Cooper. and Tim Williams.
storytelling; and Mike Keeling
and Evy Jarrett. lancoln-Doughts
debate
Murray High students qualify trig for the state are Harry Wyatt,
Alison Marshall and Ross Bolen,
broadcasting; Kimberly Oles,
Lisa Mikulcik, dramatic interpretation; Mike Childress, Bill
Bossing. Barry Wyatt, humorous
Interpretation; Gretta Shepard.
Alison Sears. Todd Ross, prose:
Lisa Mikukik, Lee Ann Babb,
Matt Harrington, poetry Alison
Sears, I Aiann 1.oberger. storytelling; Kim Greer, Shelley Howell,
oratory; Chilies Cella, boys extemporaneous speaking
Kin:
Greer, girls extemporaneous
speaking; Charles Cella, LincolnDouglas debate; Kimberly Oles
and Mike Childress. Ramona
Burnley and BUJ Bossing, duo acting.
Calloway junior varsity
members qualifying for the state
tournament were Tony Johnson
and John Bray, broadcasting:
Jenne Darnell, Beth Woodall, and
Jill Rowland,dramatic Utertui v.
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Candidates promise state agency changes
LEXINGTON. Ky API They
would make changes in the Kentucky Transportation DeKrtment
if elected governor, say Ipso of the
announced Deruocrato gubernatorial candidates
laausville Mayor Harvey Sloane
and former Human Resources
Secretary Grady Sturnixi drew
standing ovations from delegates
to the statewide meeting of the
Kentucky Association of
Transportation Engineers
KATE when the) made that
pledge Sat urda)
A third Democratic candidate.
II Go-, Martha Layne Collins,
was unahl, to attend the 1,ext Mg be( UM' of a prior
ington ine,
campaig fl
0 Mmit it I• rit
A
spokesman saoi
The An menther KATE: has had
rutimlie dispute with the administration of Gov John

Brown Jr for the last three years.
The dispute has been particularly
with former Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts over the
operationof the cabinet.
The dispute boiled over last May
when Melts fired career eletineers
Cyrus Layson and George Franke
on charges that they covered up a
1980 incident involving falsification of concrete-inspection
records by a resident engineer in
the Lexington district office.
Layson and Franke, who contended that they were fired for
their publio• criticism of Metts,
later won reinstatement in federal
court, but the cabinet is appealing
a recent state Personnel Board
decision that said Metts was not
Justified in firing the two men
The next secretary of
transportation will have a
thorough knowledge and

background in transportation,"
Sloane told the engineers, in apparent criticism of Brown's appointment of Metts, a Louisville
real estate developer
- Sloane continued. • That person
will rely on professional experience within the department
for guidance, and that is in
engineers. And engineering decisions wilibe made by engineers."
Sloane was applauded when he
promised that highway district offices would be headed by
engineers.
Some state engineers have
never accepted Metts' replacement of district engineers with
district general managers who
are not covered by the merit
system. Under the system, merit
employees may not be removed
by a new administration except
for stated cause, and removals

1 if:FF:NDI NG CHAMPIONS — The Calloway County High School varsity speech team will advance to the
up, on wig state competition at the University of Kentucky in Lexington to defend their three-year state charnriii,witlip title The team is coached by Larry England.

Speech...
oritinued From Page 1 I
Lino- Daniels. 'Lim V4'eatlier:, ,rJ and Sta( I "1 idwell, boys I•xt. nip.a afivoll
"Di'hourali
LISA
, and Missy
Harrell poetry. Susan Sykes
Miss) Harrell, and Marcia Ford.
prose N1ar) Ilarisen, Jennifer
Jarrett and T111.1. We5therford,
public speak-nig eresa Story and
k 1'1'0411, storytelling
.1 to Mut ray Junior division
.'noir) a mutilated 76 total points

with 18 members out of 22 qualifying for the state tournament The
following. students qualified in
their respective categories. Jon
Burke, Lee Ellen Estes, broadcasting, Lisura Cella, Michelle
Garland, Nancy Smith, interpretation of . literature. Beth
Hegel, Jill James, Carla Jackson,
prose,
Heather Doyle, Jackie Boltz,
Leslie Adams, poetry, Nancy
Smith, 1.4-1' Ellen Estes, storytell-

ing, Laura Cella and Michelle
Garland, Heather Doyle and Beth
Hegel, Shannon Parker and
Stutrion Christopher, duo acting;
Bill Maddox, public speaking; Bill
Maddox, extemporaneous speaking
Junior high competition will be
March
and senior high April
22-23. Both tournaments will be at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington

are subject to appeal to the Personnel Board.
Sturnbo said he could not promise that heads of highway
district offices in his adnunistrauon would be engineers.
-But neither will I prohibit the
appointment of engineers to those
positions," Stumbo said. "I will
ask your association to suggest
people to be interviewed in filling
the positions."
Stiunbo said he could promise
the engineers "protsction from
political influence anerno retaliation for criticizing me or my of
"
Hank Lindsey. a spokesman for
the Collins campaign, said the
lieutenant governor "does not
want to commit herself to any
highway district policy until she
consulted with her transportation
secretary, commissioners and
others who may be Involved."
He said she "would strive for
harmonious relationships" in the
Transportation Cabinet.
Tom Layman, president of the
engineers' association and director of bridges in the Highway
Department, said he was encouraged by the candidates'
remarks.
"They're steps in the right
direction. It's really the public
taxpayers who suffer when
disruptions occur like we've seen
this past year in state transportation ''
1.ayman said he was "especially
encouraged" by the appearance
and remarks of Transportation
Secretary Jim Runke at the
meeting.
Bunke, who was appointed
secretary last fall after Metts
resigned, told the engineers that
he had "no problem with dealing
with anyone" in their organization.
as
"The fart that nobody
transportation head ) has been
here for three years I Should not
address_ That era is over," he
said

COMPOSITION CONTEST WINNERS — Bill Phillips (left) and
Missy Corner;students at Murray High School, were winners in the
recent composition contest sponsored by departments of the Murray
Woman's Club. Phillips, a 17-year-old junior and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Phillips, 1305 Wells Blvd., won first place in the abort story
competition. Conner, daughter of Dr. Doris Conner, 1532 Oxford Dr.,
won first piece in the essay competition of the contest. Canner, 111, is
a senior at MHS. Principal Bill Wells (right)says the two will represent the local woman's club in state competition at the Kentucky
Federation of Woman's Clubs in Louisville next month.

Three die in light plane crash
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. AP) -Three McCracken County men
died Saturday night when the light
plane in which they were flying
from Bowling Green to Paducah
crashed during a violent storm in
eastern Christian County, according to state police.
The victims were: Donald
Starnes, 41, of Paducah, a partner
in a large Paducah barbecue
business; Bobby "Cosmos" Hutcherson, 49, and Dupe Dawes, 53,
both employees of the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
The three had attended a Scottish Rite Masonic meeting in Lexington. Starnes was a past potentate of the Rizpah Shrine Temple
at Madisonville and used to fly
children from the Paducah area to
Shrine hospitals in Cincinnati and
Louisville.
The plane had stopped in Bowling Green to let off a fourth

Red Cross fund drive
to begin Tuesday

Rain dampens forest fire threat

The kickoff breakfast for the
Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross fund drive
will be at 7.30 am. Tuesday in the
University' Branch Bank of Murray.
All captains and workers are
urged to attend, according to Lucy
Wright, Red Cross executive
director.
Ronnie Babb is this year's drive
chairman. Contributions to this
year's drive may be sent to the
Red Cross Office on the third floor
of the Calloway County Courthouse.

Two hospitalized,
one treated after wreck
tt-

fl What's better than a fresh, one just for you—with dough
hot Pan Pizza from your home we make fresh every day,tangy
town Pizza Hut!' restaurant? sauce, pure mozzarella cheese
One that saves you money! and your choice of delicious
Come on over, bring the toppings. Pizza lovers never
coupon below and let us make had it so good!

Two people were hopitalized
and one was treated and released
Saturday following a two-vehicle
accident at the intersection of
Sycamore and 16th streets.
Nathan Roberts, 49, Rt. 4, is
listed in stable condition in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
intensive care unit. Elizabeth Lieble, 25, Cape Girardeau, Mo., is
listed in satisfactory condition.
Teddy .1. VanDyke, 35, Rt. 5,
was treated and released.
The accident occurred, according to a spokesman for the
Murray Police Department, when
Lieble ran a red light and struck
VanDyke's vehicle.
Leible's car then reportedly
careened across a yard and into a
tree.
.
Roberts was a passenger in the
VanDyke vehicle. Lieble's husband, Mike Lieble, was riding
with her but was not treated at the
hospital, according to police.
The accident reportedly occurred at 1:15 p.m.

Vernon residence
damaged by fire
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Fire Saturday afternoon
resulted in minor damage to the
home of Cowley Vernon, Ahno
Heights, according to the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
SquadAn electrical short started the
fire at approximately 4:39 p.m.
The squad responded with 10
men and three trucks.

By The Associated Press
Rain showers that moved across
Kentucky over the weekend
helped firefighters extinguish
Forest fires that had plagued state
woodlands for several days.
However, John Clark, a
spokesman for the state Cabinet
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said fire
conditions could prevail again this
week if more rain doesn't come.
A fire in the Daniel Boone National Forest that led to the death
of a Montana pilot in the crash of a
fire-fighting plane was one of five
new ones in the forest Saturday,
officials said.
Fourteen fires in the forest
earlier in the week destroyed 228
acres, said Joe Bennett, fire
management officer for the
forest. Those fires had been con-

lathed, he said.
William Smothers of Billings.
Mont., the victim of the crash,
worked for Lynch Air Tanker of
Billings and was flying out of
Asheville, N.C. He was dropping
fire retardant near Hubbard Fork
in Clay County. That fire was
brought under control about 4:15
a.m. Sunday,officials said.
The dry conditions in Kentucky
in the last few days were also
largely responsible for 119 fires
that have destroyed 2,856 acres of
non-federal forests in western and
eastern Kentucky,Clark said.
Spencer County firemen fought
a 150-acre woods fire off Kentucky
44 near Taylorsville most of the
day Saturday and were recalled to
the scene Sunday afternoon when
some trees that had been nearly
extinguished by rain re-ignited.

Economy...
(Continued From Page 1)
ministration at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh.
While two recessions since 1980
have slowed the pace of rising
prices, and falling world oil prices
will help keep prices down,
"nobody believes inflation has
been purged from the system,"

Music...
(Continued From Page 1)
Wednesday.
On Thursday at 6:45 p.m. there
will be a faculty recital featuring
Mark Ford. percussion, in the Annex Recital Hall. At 1 p.m. a student recital by Mark Thompson.
trombone, will be hels in the Ferrell Recital Hall.
Mayor Holmes Ellis has issued
a proclamation designating
"Music In Our Schools Week in
Murray" and supportive
statements have been issued by
Mrs. C.C. (Betty) Lowry, president of the Murray Chic Music
Association, and Dr. Bill Parsons,
dean ofthe College alCreativeExpression at MU and a member of
the Kentucky Citizens for the Arts.
Sue Henry of Paducah Schaal
System is the state diairperson.

Artoraft Photography
vv,iding t iolographs
Custom Framing
Film Proressing
118 Souln 12th St.

passenger.
State police said the twin-engine
Cessna 310 crashed in a hilly,
wooded area about four miles northeast of Hopkinsville..
Bill Allen, manager of
Hopkinsville's,- Memorial Field,
said radar operators at the Fort
Campbell military base lost contact with the plane about 9 p.m.
CST.
Dorris West, a farmer who lives
in the Honey Grove area, said he
heard a low-flying airplane about
10 p.m. CST.
"I never saw any lights ... the
engine seemed to be running OK
but not at full throttle." West said.
He said he heard "one big thump"
a little later. "I walked the floor a
while and went to bed. I thought it
was thunder."
. The Civil Air Patrol said the
wreckage of the plane was spotted
Sunday morning at Honey Grove.

Meltzer told reporters Sunday
following a committee meeting.
He noted long-term interest
rates remain well above the current inflation rate, indicating
Lenders are still demanding a high
premium to protect their money
train the risk of reignited inflation.
While the consumer price index
is now rising at an annual rate
below 4 percent, the interest rate
on 30-year Treasury bonds is
about 10.5 percent.
He said lenders are worried
about the impact on inflation and
Interest rates of record federal
deficits and concern that deficits
will remain at historically high
levels for years to come. He also
cited worries about a surge in
growth of the basic measure of the
money supply,known as MI.
Ml, which includes cash in circulation and deposits in checkingtype accounts at banking institutions, grew at an aerial rate of
ILS percent during the past three
months,the Fed reported Friday.
The Fed has said it would like'
M1 to grew between 4 percent and
permit between the fourth
quarter of 1982 and the fourth
quarter of 1913. The Shadow Committee said it seeks MI growth of
I% percentfor that period.
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by s.c. van curon

11111
FRANKFORT
If everything
goes according to plan, the,state will
start a new plan for handling
Medicaid payments that is estimated
to save the state $31 million over the
next five years
At least that is the hopes of John
Cubine, commissioner of Social Insurance. whose division has been
wrestling with a government approved computerized system that has
never functioned as planned
The state has spent more than $8 7
million since 1974 trying to perfect
the Medicaid Management Information system required It was finally
approved and certified by the federal
office at Atlanta last July 1. but it
won't write the checks and perform
other duties conceived for it. The
software instructions ;. program apparently hasn't been able to command the hardware i computer
mechanism' to perform the services
expected in the beginning

\11.14

It gives me great pleasure to send by best wishes
to members of ,the Music Educators National Conference as you observe your ninth National Musk
In Our Schools Week.
Nancy and I are grateful to the 50,000 members of
gie Music Educators National Conference for providing
unique opportunity to strenghten support of m ic education in our nation's schools and
comm unities.
Celebrated in all 50 states. Music In Our Schools
Week will reach hundreds of thousands of students
and music lovers, reaffirming the importance of
music education in our schools and communities.
We commend all those who are responsible for
the Music In Our Schools program and extend our
best wishes for a most successful week.

Cubme said Atlanta has appro‘ed
Kentucky's plan to farm out this
work to a private contractor as some
other M states art' doing at a sai. iriis
In the end this will comply. with
*Got'. John' Young Brown's drive to
reduce the number of bo4lies on the
state payroll Cubme estimates that
about 140 Jobs will be eliminated
when the farmout IN fully effective
In the next breath he sa)s.
present Slide employee will lose his
Job and the number of jolts in
Frankfort will not be reduced
This will be accomplished. he ex.
plains."thr.rugh attriti.ins- and
"placing present emplio yes in these
vacated nibs s.
Cubme said present plans 4.all for
publishing for bitiN on the work April
one and anticipates that a contract.
could be signed IA July 1. thebeguinmg of the new fiNriil ear
Contract sper ifications require the
successful bidder to'establedi a Ken

tut k office readily accessible to
Frankfort It also will be required to
give interviews to present eniploy et's
in the state''.. SA.C1:1
ill% INIk011 %ho itui want to go to work for
the ptivat0 c()Mira n y The slits('essful
bidder will not be required to give
these people Jobs. but the bidder will
be required to hire Kelallekl.ills
l'ulum. ...Jill of the 1:f.i0 erntil.o,res ilL
Social Insurance, 60 .slrrth ha% e
been placed in state jobs that leavesabout 90 111r-preserit attrition rate is
about direc per month. lea rtig about
60 to be placed bv I /4.4 en iher I These
will be absiirbed in other positions
Many of these pla. es that will be left
vacant 14111't1 the new program goes
into effect will be out in the state
'Some of these people v. ill be' Ntuftvil
to other jobs- '(*Orme said
The bottom litre gets .low n ti redu.
trig the number of state emplosees
11Vhat happens to the ottirotei
complex off Glens t 'reek Road

letter to the editor
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looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Former Gov Edward T !Ned'
Breathitt of Hopkinsville has donated
his collection of papers and
memorabilia from his personal.
public and business life to the library
at Murray State University.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Grace Allbritten, 87, and Mrs.
Augusta M. Thompson, 74
Murray Civitan Club will have its
annual pancake day on March 31 at
Rudy's Restaurant and .Southside
Restaurant, according to Nick Horton, chairman.
Births reported include _a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smotherman
and a boy. to Mr. and Mrs William
Victor Howard, both on March 4
Kim E. Pennington, son of Mr and
Mrs. Clinton Pennington, has been
appointed as a member of the faculty
of Cumbeland College, Lebanon,
Tenn.
Twenty years ago
Named as superlatives of the

senior class of Murray High School
were Patsy Portion), Tommy Wells.
Sheryl Carman, Eddie Lee Grogan.
Claudine White, Ronnie Edwards.
Marilyn Cohoon and Steve Ta.sworth
Deaths reported include Mrs Minnie Smotherman, 84. Mrs. Rose Radford, 76. and Susan Jeffrey,8
The Rev . Harold Lassiter has been
named as pastor of Salem Baptist
Church.
Piciured Is a still found near
Kenlake Boat Dock . by Sheriff
'Woodrow Ftiekrrfan. Deputies Taylor
Gooch and .W.0 Spencer and -MiC
Rep.(bathe Adams
The World Day of Prayer Program
by United Church Women was at
Givihen Methodist Church on March
1, according- to Mrs Charlie
Crawford, president
Thirty years ago
The Murray State College Farm
has been admitted to ConstructiVe
Breeders Registry by American
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Heart-lute is a.- service' -for seitioi
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
'questions and solve problems If on
have a question or 0 problem not
answered in these -column:1.. writi-.to.
Heartline. 114 East Da% ton se. tve..t
Alexandria. Ohio 45381 You will
receive a prompt repb. , but !,oil must
include a selladdressed, stamped
envelope l'he most useful replies
will be printed in this column
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When troubles at home loom larger than foreign
policy or threats from abroad, national defense
needs defenders. President Reagan should be the
strongest. But by the,cost and composition of his national defense proposals and especially by the skimpiness of his arguments in their favor, Mr. Reagan
is undercutting defense itself. In Congress and
among voters 'he is making defense a source of
suspicion rather than of assurance.
There are few grounds for thinking — as many
now seem to think -- that armed defense and a
military component of foreign policy are provocative or immoral. On the contrary, deterring attack 'and conducting relations with sometimes
'hostile foreign powers are necessary responsibilities of any nation. Moreover, they are core
obligations of the national government, impossible
to perform by the prieate Sector or by lower levels
of public authority. Thus military spending can
logically claim priority over most other items in a
federal budget — over student loans, for instance,
or dairy-price supports or sewage-treatment
plants. If the nationis threatened or the goals of
foreign policy require strong armed forces, that
money should be provided first.
Such has usually been the American consensus.
Today that consensus is close to shattered. Increasingly, defense is perceived as a deficit problem, not
as a problem of policy and survival. Congressmen
commonly argue, for instance, that if Housing and
Urban Development is cut, the Pentagon should be
also — as though the two departments embodied
comparable federal functions. Mr. Reagan is
responsible for the damage. By treating defense as
a super-sacred cow, he is making it instead an endangered species.
The president does this damage three ways. He
demands defense spending without a credible
outline of foreign threats to U.S. survival and
without clear international goals that require armed support. Defense planning should flow from
foreign policy purpbses. In this administration the
flow seems to be the other way around.
That backward procedure is especially disturbing
in light of the composition of Mr. Reagan's defense
requests. Much that he wants is surely needed; the
country does face an aggressive rival whose
arsenal has grown to dangerous dimensions. But
the largest part of Mr. Reagan's proposed buildup
— 34.6 percent, not counting the cost of producing
and testing warheads — is for nuclear forces.
Reasonable quantities of nuclear weapons are vital
for deterrence. But conventional equipment and
well-trained soldiers are more likely to be used. Yet
Mr. Reagan insists on top-heavy accumulations of
the ultimate weapon and consents to consider cutbacks only where he should not.
The result of his approach is an arms-spending
budget that increases annually by more than 12 percent for the next four years. The growth rate is
greater than Mr. Reagan himself proposed when
campaigning for office. In the absence of any convincing rationale it is also greater than the nation
should pay for. A bipartisan Congress will cut the
budget back. But the cutting will be done by people
who are neither responsible nor squirmed for planning foreign policy and detailing the nation's survival needs. Defense will be the loser.
National defense needs strong defenders. Why is
the
president not among them?
-r—

or Frankfort will be teppipied to npipp•
else% here "
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The successful- contractor w
expected to UM'the Cr tau end' it the
Ni Yti I systriii. Cubine said this p. the
part Bud is compatible with the
tor and hospital pay merit program
t'onteivably the - contreFtsc .
lease computer ho ri a.,:.' tinite
from'the state or it . an use it. ow',
computers
4,1
Present emplox res
will be SWItalt•ti ii el i 1 nc/tiplot
ment Insurance. Iiisabilit%
non, or the Child Suppp.t! Critot. p•
Nr,oto
rnieuit tlIVISIOI1S III
C Ulan(' said
1,,,in t
Cutnne kept enillasi:m.:
that 'no present empl.i‘e. w
his job. and none preserith. 1111100'11.'I

JerSil Cattle C11.11,'. iii IV. 'Ignition of
ro, era II am implisliments in bree,fing
and improving its Jerse% her
Mr and Mrs Rob i :are us re. erirk
elebrated their golden wedding an
111VerSilr), at their hi one
I.:set) Gunter. pruictpal if Murri3N
h,ltjt
Train-ing til'hi)111. `1140ke
"Usetgililess of Tear lung 1.14'1.14 ".•
at meeting of the NI orrav high Selippol
Parent-Teacher ANStulatlull Mrs
I.1I4 Wit-% program leader arid
Mrs If J Bryan is president
Hardin beat Hazel and New Concord beat Murray high
semi-fill:11s
of Fourth I hstrict high Schrmil
Basketball Tournament High team
scorers were Gary liogges. for liar
din. Bill) Iteure Wilson for Ilafel,
Warren Stubblefield for New
and I /ale Aiesantivr for M urray
Mr arul Mrs Fred M Wells and
son, Allan, of Cincinnati, Ohio. have
been the gue-sis of his parents. Di-and Mrs 0 C Wells

by sy ronssey

A sii-ealled friendly lawsuit was
FRANKFORT. Ky 1AP
The effect of the legal battle between Gov. —assigned to Franklin Circuit'Court,
which found for the Irrown adJohn Y. Brown Jr. and the Kentucky
ministration. That decision has been
Legislature over who ruis which
powers could outlast the current par- 'appealed directly, to the Supreme
Court, which will make the final dell-ticipants.
sion
If the executive branch is upheld
(if the seven issues that have been
by the state'Supreme Court, where
four of the seven Justices are new, raised, perhaps the most vital if a
decision goes against the executive
that will be the end of the matter and
branch is the one involving adKentucky will be run as it has for
ministrative regulations
almost a century — under one of the
A new law gives the Legislative
most powerful governors in the naResearch Commission power bettion.
ween sessions to approve or reject all
But if the legislative branch is
such regulations.
upheld, at least to the extent that the
If this approach finally is approvlawmakers obtain a greater role in
ed, it could turn state government insupervising and monitoring governside out because the power to write
ment, then Kentucky suddenly could
regulations in substance is the power
become a state with one of the
to administer the laws.
weakest governors.
Visualize the script if that occurs
Brown himself will not be a winner
The many lobbyists who now have to
or liver in the struggle over separadeal with executive agencies and the
tion of powers because he leaves ofgovernor's office would be able to
fice in December, before any
block executive action by appealing
changes would take effect.
to the interests of a small number of
So it is the next governor who
legislators who would be in key posiwould feel the immediate impact of
tions
any decision againstBrown.
According to testimony already
Conceivably, many of the expected
given in the case, executive agencies
traits of victory might turn sour if the
already are experiencing this pronew governor finds himself or herself
with a rejuveneted Legislature that
blem of MC vetoes although the
validity of those vetoes hangs in the
has'some controls over the executive
balance.
operation betweensesaions.
For example, racing regulations
Wbet's thefoes all about?
which have been in place for almost
Meisel Omierel Assembly,flexing
years have been vetoed by a
Its muscles tor greeter legislative inlegislative subcommittee which
degendome. pond•swiss of laws
reviews regulabons.
giving it mere Mbar*,over matters
The Human Resources Cabinet has
thit VI0 10 OM Mee ben in the exhad similar problems with its regulaecutive Inch% WIWI&

eo

(toms
One of the arguments by the garrnor's office is that the/ponders of the
last Kentucky Constitution in 1891
deliberately slashed the
Legislature's pow'er and made the
governor more authoritative. hence
the assembly, limited to Just 60 days
in regular session every two years.
can't do meaningful business beyond
that period
The gist of the Legislature's most
recent assertions is that times have
changed, that the federal government wants legislatures to take part
in government decisions and that the
state Supreme Court should provide
the Legislature with the legal power
to do what Ow 1982 laws say it earl do
In a couple of months, the issue
may be resolved finally.
Letters
WRITE A LETTER
o the editor are welcomed and en.
vuraged AP letters must be sign •
ed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
Mould, be on topics of general merest
Editors reserve the right to condense. or reject any letter anti
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to .
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
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Community events announced

Newborn admissions, dismissals listed at local hospital
ensus at Murrayalloway Counts
Hospital for Monday .
Feb 28, was 155 adults
arid five in nursers
NO newborn admuisions
rre listed
`-c-"DiarnIssals were as
follows
Mrs Linda Kay Rogers
and baby girl, 209-6
Maple St . Gregory S
Ramsey. fit I, Dexter
MISS Jessica I. Culp, lit
8, Benton. Mrs Etta
Alton, 809 North 17th St
John Hoffman lit 2 Springville. Tenn
Bill Ifine. Is13 F ox
t•
it (1 ci
Jai kson. Itt 1 Hardin
Miss Amie Ahart, Itt I
Alm°. Paul W Claypool.
706 Fairlane Mrs Effie
Futrell. 827 Hurt, Mrs
Una Wyatt 503 North
Fifth St
Glen Reeder. 1404
Poplar St . oriyx 14 Ra).
500 Whitriell. I. W
Paschall. 1421 Vine St
Mrs Chard Hall. 517
South 13th St Mrs Elta
I'
s
Z

Pace. Rt 1, Hardin,
James Pierce. 603 North
16th St
Effie Odell
Mrs
I>orielson. Itt 6, Floyd
Krewson, 311 South 16th
St , Jerry Kucaba. Kt 4,
Benton: Dale Burkeend.
Itt 3. Mrs Novella
Morgan. 1702 Keenland

Census at MorroCalloway (•(Ninty
Hospital for Tuesday.
March 1. was 161 adulLs
and four in nursery
A newborn admission
was Sonia Thomason and
baby girl. 9)1-1 Sunny.
Lane
Dismissals V14.(4* as
follows
Mrs I iarlene Pepper,
Hazel, Ms Donna J
Schaeffer and baby boy.
Rt 1, Dexter. Mrs
Melissa Smith and baby
girl. tit 7; Adam Name,
Rt. 6... Clifton Darnell,
1702 Ridgewood:
Miss Andrea Bailey',
Itt 8, Martin Blanc. lit
i
I
n
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2, Dover, Tenn . MISS
Angela Haley. Farmington; Robert F' Herndon, lit 5. Hiram Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Roy 0
Hatton, 402 North
Seventh St .
Mrs Datha MuCallon,
Fit 1, K irksey • Mrs
Helen Melugm, 827 Glendale; Mrs Linda Hoke.
Rt 2; Mrs Doyle Smith,
J4 S S Manor. Mrs Nancy Watson, Itt 2, Dover,
Tenn , Troy Dixon, Fit 1,
Mark Clayton, Box 131.
Benton. Burley Kirks, 1:3
S Manor. Millie Moffitt, lit 1, Sedalia, Mrs
Melba- Suiter. 1506
Sycamore St , J I Patton, lit 1, Hazel Mrs
Swarinie Weatherford. W
Ky Manor, Clinton
('ensus at Murray Calloway Count y.
Hospital for Wednesday.
March 2, was 159 adults
and six in nursery
Newborn admissions
were as follows
Alicia Byrn and baby
girl. 526 South Seventh
St., Mayfield.
Kathy Smith and baby
girl. 1503 Clayshire
ans Mecord and baby
RI 1. Buchanan.
Tenn
Melinda t lnklesbay and
baby girl, 102 North 13th
St
Teresita Thomason and
baby girl, Itt 5, Paris,
Tenn
Dismissals were as
folio s
Mr. Janet I. Johnson
and
by girl, Itt 1.
Alm. , rs Brenda Gail
Reed and baby girl, 203
Cross. Mrs
Xenna
Fischer and baby boy, Itt
I. Springville. Tenn .
Mrs Helen Ilounshell, 215
South 11th St
Robert
Webb, Itt
I, Water
Valley,
Miss Melvina
Frouhart, 101 Pine St .
Miss Brenda Arnold, 4245 Birch Cove. Mayfield.
Mrs Janice Flood, Itt 3.
Mrs • Pauline McGinnis.

(Ait
10
\‘‘

WATCH YOUR
CHILD GROW,
INCH
BY
INCH,
SMILE BY SAULE.

A

lit 2; Mrs Laura J
Reeder, Rt. 3, Mrs
Dorothy Glass, Itt 1,
Buchanan. Tenn ;
Mrs Genny Hargis, Rt
5; Mrs Sue Britt, lit 1,
F'armington, Miss 011ie
Walkere-Rt., 9„..,Benton.
Aff's Janek flopkins, Rt
8; James Ronald Hargis.
Itt 5: Henry Willoughby,
1602 Belmont;
Dustin Holmes, Ht. 8,
Benton, MIS. Pamela
Thompson. Itt 1; Herman F:ddie Roberts, 306
South 11th St ; Herschel
S Jackson, Clinton, Mrs
Helen Gos.sett. lit I. Hardin, Loyd Houston, Itt 3,
Robert Hughes, Puryear,
Tenn ,
Pat Ross, Rt 6, James
Nam e, Puryear, Tenn •
Tas Hall Henderson, Rt
1, Benton. Mrs Mignon
Outland, 416 South Eighth
St
Mrs Bertha Mc•
(lure, lit 7, Mayfield,
Dolly Lillian
Mrs
/darks. Itt 7: Jean I
Green. 313 South 13th St
Census at Murray
Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday.
March 3. was 169 adults
and nine in nursery
Newborn admissions
were as follows
(liristme Bonnett and
baby girl. lit 1. Sedalia
('has Tarn and baby
girl, 19 Zimmerman
Teresa Morefield and
baby boy, Rt I. Gilbertsvdle
Dawn Lanham and
baby girl. 47 Hales Tr ('t
Dismissals were as
follows
Mrs .Virginia It
Underhill. 58 Nassau
Lane, Dernotte, Ind .
Jewell Franklin Walters.
127 Fonville, Martin,
renn . Mrs
Mars.
iheralan, 711 Poplar St .
lames Kevin Ilopkins.
Itt 2, Mrs Sadie N
Waters. Rt. 8; Mrs
• Delores Lawson. 1707
Johnson;
Miss Susan Anderson.
Rt 2. Russell Hargis, Itt

01*
ta.140

Vt
16

These
Days OnlyMarch 8,
Tues.,
9, Wed.,
10, Thurs.,
11, Fri.
And 12 Sat
Daily
10 a.m.8 p.m.
700 U.S.
Hwy.641
North
Murray

Good Thno
Mar. 26, 1913
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Monday. March 7
Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club will
meet at 7 p.m
at
Calloway Public library
Chapter M of PI:0
Sisterhood will meet at 7
pm at home of Mrs. NT
Beal
Murray Unit of National Hairdresser's will
meet at 730 pm at
Roston Tea Party
will
Recovery. Inc
meet at 7 30 p m at
Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive
Streets

Monday, March 7
Reservations for Ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray Country
Club should be made today by calling Billie
Cohoon, 753-9889, or Ve
Severn& 759-9725, luncheon chairmen
Hattie lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church will mee
at 7 p m at church
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon
with Ruth Calhoun at 7
p m. and Kathleen Jones
with Louise Swann at 7:15
m

----Murray Lodge No 105
Free and Accepted
Coldwater United
Masons will meet at 7 30 'Methodist Church
p ni at lodge hall
Women are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. flo

Nursing students win
honors at convention

Tuesday, March 8
West Fork Baptist
Church WMS will meet at
1:30 p.m. at church.

Tuesday, March $
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a..m. at First
United Methodist Church
Wednesday, March 9
Homemakers clubs will
meet as follows: Harris
Grove at Ellis Center for
a salad luncheon and
teneriff embroidery
lesson at 10 a Ing ; Pottertown at Colon.' House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.;
New Concord with Mrs.
Noel Smith; Pacers at TRoom of Murray State
University Center at 9:30
a.m.; South Pleasant
changed to March 16.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with
Barbara Shores. Ruth
Wilson with Beth Broach
and Wesleyan with Inez
Jones.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7730
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Hazel and Douglas
Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7:15 Centers will be open from
p m at Calloway Public 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Libiary.
Citizens. Blood pressure
Homemakers Clubs check will be postponed
will meet as follows. until March 23 at Hazel.
Murray State UniversiCountryside with Fay
Ward at 10 a.m.; Paris ty Dance Theatre Spring
Road with Topsy lkan- Concert will be at 8 p.m.
don and Coldwater
Ladies day luncheon
Clara Bennett at 1 p m.
will be at noon and bridge
Circles of First United at 9:30 a.m. at Murray
Methodist Church Country Club.
Women will meet as
follows: Alice Waters at
Goshen United
church, Bessie Tucker Methodist Church
with Thelma Bailey and Women will meet at. 7
.Maryleona Frost with Ir- p.m. at church.
ma Tuck, all at 9:30 a.m.:
Faith Doran at 2 p.m. at
One-day workshop on
church.
Sudden Death Syndrome
will be from 8:30 ash. to
Murray Star Chapter 3:30 p.m. on third floor of
No. 433 Order of the Murray-Calloway County
Eastern Star will meet at Hospital
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Pi Sigma Alpha will
Groups of CM.' of First present free film, "AdChristian Church will vise and Consent" at 7:30
meet as follows: I with p.m. at Murray State
Mrs. James C. Hart at 10 University Center
a.m. and III with Mrs. Auditorium.
Mike Holton at 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Seminar on "Nursing
Kappa Department of and the Health Care of
ground for bacteria
DEAR Olt LAMB
Murray Woman's Club Women" will be Fromm
Bacteria produce noxious
a as reading your column
will meet at 7 p.m. at club 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
about bad breath My hus- odors You have probably
house.
Kenlake State Resort
noticed
that
a
person with a
band spent most of his life
eating mints and breath severe sore throat may have
Park. For information
Murray Lions Club is call 762-6681.
fresheners and using a bad odor Infected sinuses
mouthwash four or five often cause bad breath, scheduled to meet at 6:30
lanes a day He brushed his again from the bacteria that p.m. at Murray Woman's
teeth regularly and he still produce the noxious chemi- Club House.
cals Of course all odors are
had bad breath
Then we read that you not from bacteria
Alcoholics Anonymous
It is a good idea to clean
should brush your tongue
and his bad breath stopped the tongue at the same time will meet at 8 p.m. in
Retta Balentine opened =
lie is 65 years old and he you brush your teeth Look western portion of
her
home for the meeting
Livestock
and
Exposition
says he is sorry he didni do in the mirror and be sure it
of Baptist Young Women
that years ago as he worked is clean A toothbrush is ade- Center.
around people so much I quate in most cases to clean
Murray TOPS Lake off of Northside Baptist
hope this suggestion will the tongue
Church on Monday, Feb.
Dental problems, ear. pounds sensibly ) Club 14. Kathy Mohler, presihelp someone as much as it
will
meet
at
7
p.m.
at
has him His kisses are nose and throat problems,
dent, presided.
lung disease and various Health Center.
better, too
The program was
the
that
affect
other
diseases
DEAR HEADER
presented
by Jean
all
chemistry
can
body's
Bethel Baptist Bible
Thank you for sharing your
story with others Your cause bad breath I'm send- Study will be at 6 p.m. at Hamilton. Ann Salmon
husband s experiencr has ing you The Health Letter 9- home of David and read the Prayer • Calendar.
.
been duplicated by many 4, Halitosis The Breath Aleshia Cunningham.
New projects were
and there are many' many l'roblem and What to Do
more who could benefit About It. which discusses all
Murray Duplicate discussed. Plans were
of these Others can send 75
from the knowledge
made to have a program
Bridge
Club will meet at 7
stamped.
a
long,
cents
with
Bad breath is a complreat•
in
the spring on the
ed problem It is often self•addressed envelope for p.m. at Gleason Hall. For Chinese Missionary,
Bill
caused by conditions within a to me. in care of this news- information call 489-2244
Wallace.
Radio
Box
1551.
paper.
PO
the mouth The tongue can
or 753-8345.
Mrs. Salmon will purbe a SOUref It is covered City Station, New York, NY
chase
the book about Lotwith a specialized skin but it 10019
Singles Class will meet
I am
DEAR DR LAMB
tie Moon, foreign misis skin and it does need to be
in - my 605 I was short of at 7 p.m. at Seventh and sionary, for the church
cleaned
Food particles coat the breath and my feet swelled Poplar Church of Christ.
library.
tongue The surface cells die up so I could hardly wear
Janet Marvin will
went
to
the
doctor
I
Returning
shoes
Students
and are shed just as the skin
prepare
the bulletin
congestive
United will meet at 11:30
over your body changes and be said I had
Those dead cells are the heart failure He could hear a.m. at Ordway Hall, board for March. The
common cause of coating of something in my lungs Murray State University. delivery of taped sermons to the sick and
the tongue The food and Chest X-rays showed cloudishutins
was discussed.
coating provide a fertile ness
He put me on a heart pill Senior Citizens acRefreshments
were
and also a water pill He told tivities will be at 9:30 served by Mrs. Ralentine.
a.m.
at
Dexter
Center;
me to get lots of rest and
• SeSAT NI.
7 II,•
Also pesent were Judy
drink lots of num containing from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
VW ISM 01111141p__IIIIMUIM
Jones, Janice Graham
feel
well
I
potassium
but
Hazel
and
Douglas
KISS ME G000
am still short of breath if I Centers; from ham,to 3 and Mary Ann McCubdon.
walk a little fast If I walk p.m. at Ellis Center.
Several women had
slow, it does not bother me
Will the failure come beer
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Four students
representing Murray
State University were in
the spotlight at the recent
annual convention of the
Kentucky - Association for
Nursing Students
KANS in Louisville
Winning KANS awards
or election to office were •
.Brenda Koenig.
Frohna. Mo., senior, who
was presented the 1983
Nursing Student of the
Year awaird. Miss
Koenig, daughter of
Delmar arid Ruby Koenig
of 4'rohna • served sin the
executive board of KANS
in 1982433 as western
regional director
*Barbara May, Murray
senior, who was
presented a $200 KANS
scholarship. Mrs_ May, a
member of Sigma Theta
Tau national honor socie-

ty in nursing, is the wife
of Dr Charles May,
formerly a faculty
member at,Murray State
and now chairman of the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
at the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar
Falls.
*Jeanne Fairless, ViPnna, Ill , junior, who was
elected to the executive
board of KANS for 198344
as western regional
director. She is the
daughter of Curtis and
Geneive Fairless of Vienna.
*Tina Hope, Marion,
III., junior, who was
elected to the executive
board for 1983-84 as
legislative director. She
is the. daughter of Otto
and Barbara Hope of
Marion.

HEALTH

Brush that tongue

Bolentine home
scene meeting

44ig
1 414
va

Off

3. Miss Mina Hope
Kuuklan, _1707 Keenland.
Edward West, 1513
Dudley. Eric Ray, Rt. 2,
Hickory; James Wolford,
520'2 Broad St ,
Mrs Mary Recker, Rt
8. Miss Glenvira
Willin.Vx 7507, Murray State University;
Miss Judith Morgan. 825
Glendale. Mrs Christine
Bonnett and baby girl,
Itt 1, Sedalia , Miss Janet
Adams. Itt 2, Martin,
Tenn .
Miller. 911
I,eo D
Sycamore St . Noble
Scarbrough. Itt 6;
Hobert Guthrie. 1104
Travis. Paris, Tenn .
Mrs Mary Hughes, lit 4:
Russell Hoffman, Itt I,
Dexter: Lake Hall. Itt 4;
Mrs Beatrice Lassiter.
Itt 4.
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DATEBOOK
Hazel dote changed
The monthly blood pressure check for Hazel
Senior Citizens has been changed from Wednesday,
March 9. to Wednesday. Mar. h 23. as the nurses
have a nursing seminar on March 9 Regular senior
citizen activities will be from 14.4 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
both Hazel and Douglas Center,this Vietinesday

Film will be shown
Pi Sigma Alpha. national potfcital science
honorary society. will present a film. -Advise and
Consent." on Tuesday. March 8. at 7 30 p m in the
auditorium of Murray State University Center
Open to the public at no admission charge, the film
will be introduced by Dr Farouk Urnar anti will
showcase American political activities "

Tennis play Tuesday
PRINT P
D - Prentice Dunn, left, president, of Murray Cintan
Club, presents a trained wildlife print, "The Quail," to representatives of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. At right la Kathy Hodge, director of public
relations, and center is Evelyn Wallis, vice president of the Hospital Auxiliary
The print will be hung in one of the hospital waiting rooms.

Your Individual Chris Brunn member
Horoscope of Chamber Singers

Group U of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday. March 8, from 11 a in to 12 341
p.m at Kenlake Tennis Centel The group will
meet at 10 30 a ni at Dakota Feed and t:rain to go
to Kenlake
oitth
The lineup is as follows Court one
Mathis. Alice Rouse, Norma Frank anti Itenee
Cecelia Brock. Jennifer
Wynn; Court Two
Hewlett, Vickie Holton and Debbie Keller.

Ann Carr at meeting
Ann Dean Carr. Department of Home F:conomics.
Murray State University. has been selected.to present a workshop entitled -Building Bridges Individualized Curriculum Planning.- at 34th annual
conference of Southern Association of Children
Under Six, March 8 to 12. at Charleston, S.('
SAMS is an organization of approximately 10.11w
teachers, caregiver and tither professional-,
dedicated to young children and their families
Each year the conference addressed a theme of current interest or relevance to hildren and families
and this year's theme is "Focus on('hildren Acting
on what We Know "Ms. Carr also was asked to present, the ..wdrkshop .at. the - sLite- meeting: inowensboro an the fall and presently is serving as second vice president of the state organization

The Calloway County
Chns Bruno. a 17-yearHigh School Chamber old senior, is the son of
Singers with Lavaughn Mike anti Pat Itrunn Ht
R. Wells as director have 3, Kenton
been selected as one of 10
He is a first year
choirs to represent the member of the Cm
haber
United States of America Singers and t'Mumble
Fraacts Drake
at the 12th Annual Inter- Blues He played the role
FOR TUFSDAY,
national Youth and Music
MARCH 8. 1963
in Vienna.
Festival
What kind of day will tomor1963.
July
in
Austria.
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast The Murray Ledger &
Times is featuring an
given for your birth sign.
autobiographical sketch
ARIFS
about each member of
(Mar.21 to Apr. 191 I
the Chamber Singers to
rush
to
inclined
You're
readers to become
allow
things careerwise. Seek adand Mrs. Kenneth Has Rodgers. 411 Hooper.
vice about the proper direc- acquainted with the local
l'aris. Teon., are the parents of a son. Kenneth Ray.
Viento
representatives
the
in
Jester
"Yuletide
of
tion to take. Use ingenuity, not
Feb l
it Murray -Calloway
na
Songe Feaste." Madrigal Jr.. born Thursday,
aggression.
Hospital.
County
event
dinner, an annual
TAURUS
bog.;2'
Grandparents are Mrs. Betty Hill of Mayfield.
for the Calloway Choirs.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Rodgers of Murray and Mr and Mrs Brady
Bobby
financial
innovative
acBold,
Active in school
moves are indicated, but
tivities, Brunn has been a Dunlap of Pan& Tenn
check with experts first. TimMember of Pep Club,
ing is a factor ..Researchers
FFA and Beta Club.
make Wonderful progress.
Brunn attends .the
GEMINI
Goshen United Methodist The Singing Statesmen of the University of
Ilsefr
May 21 to June 201
Church at Stella where he Wisconsin at Eau Clair will iterform .Wednesday
A friend prompts you to acis president of the March 9. at 10.30 a.m. in the Recital Hall Annex of
tion, but consult with close ties
Methodist Youth Fine Arts Center. Murray State University The
about economic ventures that
member, all male choral ensemble. also will per
Fellowship.
affect mutual security.
He said he is looking form at Broadway United Methodist Church.
CANCER
forward to the Chamber Paducah. at 8 p.m on Tuesday. March B The public
June 21 to July 221 epiia)
trip to Austria is invited with no admission being charged
Singers'
A loved one gives you enwhere he will. visit places The Statesmen have recently been selected tuapcouragement about a job matwhere his father spent his' iiear at the American Choral Directors Association
ter. You can afford to Lake a
national convention in Nashville March 10-12 MorChris Brunn
Childho0d.
risk now and then and now's
D. Hayes. Statesmen conductor, is a past presins
the time to do so.
dent of ACDA and now professor of music and litre,LEO
tor of choral organizations at UW at Eau (*lair
July 23 to Aug.72 i
Don't make important deci-sions when angry. The
answers you seek come in an
Marine 2nd 1.1 4; 4; Garfield. son of I:ene J and
unguarded moment. Travel
'•Wornen's History others.
M Garfield, 1311 Story Ave. Murray. was
Roberta
leads to adventure.
,„ Week" will be celebrated
PhD
in
Stricter,
Dr.
from The Basic School at Marine Corps
graduated
VIRGO
special
a
'VII
program
with
UniverHistory,
French
and Education Command in QuanDevelopment
22)
toSept.
i Aug. 23
You have some progressive by the Murray Chapter of sity of California at Santa too, Va. It is designed to prepare newly ideas that you can safely act the American Association Barbara 11976). will commissioned officers for assignment to the Fleet_
upon now. Entertain others. of 'University Women on discuss the European Marine Force and emphasizes the duties and
but avoid foolish expenditure. Tuesday, March 8, at 7:15' working woman within responsibilities of a rifle platoorruommander
in the meeting room of and outside of the family
LIBRA
the Calloway Public He will examine the
(Sept. 23-toOct. 22i
- Honey works - better than 1 J- brary,MainStreet. - changing perceptions of
vinegar with a close tie. A ''Images of Women: the woman as she has
Sgt. Charles T.. Stigall, son of Mr and Mrs John
display of temperament will The Working Woman" evolved from her T. Stigall, Rt. 9. Benton has arrived for duty at
only bring out the worst in will be the focus of discus- relegated role of essential Goodfellow Air Force Base. Texas He is an
others.
sion and examination. homemaker to that of a engineer resources management specialist with the
The past and present worker who is paid for 3480th Air Base ilroup and was previously assigned
SCORPIO
roles and views of decision-making in one of at Andersen Air Force Base.
t Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 nie
His wife. Deborah, is the daughter of James and
Relations with a co-worker women, in the home and the many, levels of
may be touchy, but ingenuity in the marketplace. both employment now more Nancy Radcliff. Rt. 2,(:ilbertsville The sergeant is
brings job successes and in this country and in accessible to women.
a 1974 graduate of Ballard Memorial High School.
Dr. Stricter will draw Harlow.
financial gain. Dare to be in- other „cultures will be
reviewed and compared. from his research and
novative.
Enabled by special fun- publications, on family
SAGITIARIUS
ding from the Kentucky history and French social
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
You'll have a good tune now Humanities Council. this development
Mr. and Mrs Phillip Michael Mecord of Itt 1,
if you refrain from program, to which the
Dr. Alice Koenecke will Buchanan. Tenn are the parents of a daughter,
Financial Murray community is in- moderate the program Rebecca Gail, weighing eight pounds three ounces,
overspending.
developments are favorable vited, will feature two and Ms. Ann Herron will born Wednesday; -March 2, at Murray-calioway
and romance is exciting.
speakers . who will be be hostess for the even- County Hospital •
CAPRICORN
followed by a question ing.
The mother is the former Lois Elaine' Smith.
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
and answer period.
Following the Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Lewis Smith 'of
A family member could get Professors Charlotte refresluneids. Ms. Sally Goodlettsville. Tenn Phillip H Mecord and Mrs.
on your nerves, especially If Beahan and Terry W. DuFord' will. .convene a
Anse McCord of Topeka. Kan.
you're overtired. Take time Stricter of the Murray brief Meeting for the
out for rest and relaxing pur- State University History
presentatien of nomina- t
suits.
Department, will ..,„each tions of officers for the AS ADVERT ISI I)(Ye !SRC NiA I K /NMI),'
AQUARIUS
share from their respec- new AAUW Chapter year
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
tive fields of study.
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Murray AAUW plans
meeting on Tuesday
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Garfield graduates

Stigoll at Texas

Rebecca Gail Mecord born
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I)ISPLAYING DOLIS Holding some of the dolls brought for display at their
February meeting are these members of the Jackson Purchase Doll Club From
left are Mrs Jane Potts, president, Mrs Rohe Earl). secretary, Mrs t ;retie Erwin and Mrs Willie I) Potts, reporter
Mayfield Messenger photo
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Midwest smokestack emission affects Northeastern fishing
LINCOLN, N.H. AP,
Patrick Reardon
doesn't climb the I "1mile trail from Lincoln to
fish at Lonesome Lake
anymore He hasn't since
the trout stopped biting 15
years ago.
You walk up five
tunes and don't get* fish,
you say forget it," he
says
Reardon thought then it
was bad luck that kept
trout off his hooks Now
he thinks it's something

the same thing
else
that made all the fish turn
belly up in Beaver Pond.
10 miles away Something
in the rain
Reardon's awakening
has been reflected across
New liampsture, where
this week residents will
consider a resolution urging Congress to halve
smokestack emissions
mostly in the Midwest that scientists believe fall
as acid rain on the Northeast and Canada

We never knew what
was going on." says
Reardon. a fisherman
since 1938. -It didn't
seem to make sense that
something they're doing
out in the Midwest would
affect our fishing here
But apparently it is"
In most cummuruties,
the acid rain resolution
will be voted on Tuesday
at town meetings. About
60 percent of the state's
920,000 residents live in
small towns and thus can

vote at town meetings,
the 303-year-old ritual of
Yankee self-government.
'The support for it (the
resolution) has been
overwhelming," says
Martha Lyman, head of a
drive that us seven weeks
placed it on town meeting
warrants in 193 of the
state's 221 towns "People have lust responded
to it "
'We've raised this into
a national dialogue,"
adds her associate„Scott
Martin -We've got the
presidential candidates
talking about it
But the talk may be too
late for Reardon's old
fishing hole, its water
r#,Ist oried

"I don't think anybody
could look ahead and see
a disaster coming so
plainly," says Deke
Towne, the state's chief
water pollution biologist,
who has been testing the
rain since 1972."We knew
back then that something
was corning down to
acidify the water."
Of 302 New Hampshire
lakes and ponds the state
has checked since 1975, 40
are acidic, Towne says.
Worse, he says, is a sharp
drop in alkalinity — the
natural buffer against
acidity - in nearly every
body of water in the state.
"I don't think it's appropriate that the patient
die before we declare him

seriously ill," says Sen. Alan Cranston of
Towne. "We're wearing California — have
out ow buffer. More and favored cutting emissions
more lakes are becoming in half.
David Moore, a
acidic."
Towne and Ms. political science proLyman's Acid Rain fessor at the University of
Education Project say New Hampshire,says it's
more than fishing is at unlikely any single Unix
Make. They cite studies will decide the primary.
saying acid rain may kill "I don't how salient the
or stunt trees; corrode issue of add rain is at this
buildings and bridges; point," he says. "I think
threaten water supplies; you'll have a better idea
mask vistas in haze; even after you see the towyui
vote."
dull the finish on cars.
But some local officials
The issue could affect
the showing of Sen. John question what can be acGlenn in next year's New complished by the resoluHampshire primary, the tions, which were placed
nation's first showcase on the warrants by petifor presidential con- tion of at least 10 people
tenders. The Ohio In each town.
Democrat, whose state is
the Midwest's biggest
emitter of sulfur dioxide
MANCHESTER, Ky.
from coal-burning plants, AP) — An investigation
says more study is need- is underway into the
ed before emissions from death of a Montana pilot
states east of the in the crash of a fireMississippi are slashed.
fighting plane Saturday
Glenn says studies in the Daniel Boone Nashow that car exhausts tional Forest.
also contribute to acid
Authorities from the
rain, and warns that the Federal Aviation Adcost of smoke-cleaning ministration, National
devices would ruin some Transportation and SafeIndustries.
ty Board and U.S.
"I want to do whatever Forestry Service began
tS possible to clearly the investigation Sunday.
define the problem so we
Charles Grail, public
can cut back, on those affairs officers at Daniel
sources," he said in New Boone, said the victim
Hampshire a month ago. was 37-year-old William
"I want us to get a clear Smothers of Billings,
picture of what is happen- Mont., who was working
ing first."
for Lynch Air Tanker out
Ms. Lyman contends of Asheville, N.C.
that Ohio could halve its
Crail said Smothers'
emissions by installing
anti-pollution devices on
power planes' an'
disputes utility claims .. NEW YORK (AP) that the cost is pro- The Synagogue Council of
hibitive.
America, representing
"We're not trying to br- all three wings of
ing the Midwest to its Judaism, has urged the
knees," she says. "We United States and Soviet
are trying to address the Union to agree to a
inequities."
mutually verifiable ban
Three other Democrats on all production and
running for president — deployment of nuclear
Sen. Gary Hart of Col- weapons.
orado,former Vice PresiIt was the most broadly
dent Walter Mondale and

"I think we've got to
solve the problem," says
Roger Stewart, chairman
of Lincoln's selectmen.
"But we're not going to
solve it at•town meeting
In the little town of Lincoln."
But Ms. Lyman's group
says the vote will increase public awareness
while strengthening the
hand of proponents of
acid rain curbs.
"We think it's very
much a town issue. Acid
rain is falling on every
town in the state," says
Ms. Lyman. "We can't
solve the problem. The
only recourse we have is
to make our concern
known."

Plane crash investigated
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body was taken to a Manchester funeral home.
"It was a B-26 that the
forestry service had contracted out of Asheville,
N.C. to drop retardant on
the fire," Crail said of the
crash.
"The pilot was alone in
the plane," said Crail.
-He had dropped about
400 gallons of the 1.200
gallons of retardant on
board when he went
down. The pilot of our
lead plane went back to
check the effectiveness of
the drop and saw that he
had crashed."
Crail said the drop was
being made in the Redbird Ranger District near
the border of Clay and
Knox counties.

North 12th
603 Main

representative denunciation of the nuclear arms
race by American
Judaism.
"At a time when the
superpowers possess
strength enough to wipe
humankind off the Earth,
it is the height of folly to
develop ever deadlier
weapons in a futile search
for spurious security,"
the council said.
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Racers win OVC
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For the first time since
196344 the Murray State
Racers own the Ohio
Valley Conference crown
outright
Saturday at Racer
Arena the hosts put the
final touches on a 21-6
regular season and clinched not only. the con!. rence championship.
but the right to host the
()VC tournament Friday
and Saturday see front
page box fur ticketinform:0.10h

of two and three years had two assists and a
ago when he was the most steal.
"I thought Ricky Hood
dynamic player in the
OVC both as a freshman did a nice job and Sleets
and as a sophomore . looked like the guard of
After sitting out last year old," noticed MSU coach
with a foot injury, the Hon Greene. whose
doubts surfaced over his Racers have won shares
of the OVC crown in two
returning to full steam.
Saturday he silenced of the past three years
"It's nice to have won.'•
the remainder of his
- he added. but now we
(Tito s

"Now we're the OVC champions.
No matter what happens next weekend

that can never be taken away from us."
Sat or•lay the Racers,
behind the Lamont Sleets
— Ron Greene, Racer coach
I 41 olil, thwarted a strong
Morehead State threat.
72-4,o. and accoplished
m
The 5-10 guard from have to do it all over
w hat the OV( coaches
Eminence.
Ky. . hit 11 of again next weekend
has
said they '11 do from
field, in- That's not quite fair. I'm
the
19
from
one of the 1982-83 camcluding four of eight Just glad we have the
paign
three-pointers and three chance to 00 11 here • Mur1.7 loft
preaeason free -throws- for a game, ray J. Now_we're the conpo ks to Will the con- high
points He also ference champions No
ference, the Racer, did had two steals and four matter what happens
j1P41 that but with the
assists to keep the pro- next weekend that can
74-itanudtc• timing
of a Murray crowd at fever never be taken /May
from us."
Broadway actor they pitch
Friday the Racers 4 21waited until the final
Of the four seniors seenight before .44 capacity ing their final regular 6. 11-31 get their first look
owd 01 5,550 before chin- • season game 33s Racers, at what might happen
!ling the l'OVeted title
Ricky flood had the best when they host Akron • 13Sleet.S,
the
1414
HIM'
night pumping in 18 14. 7-7., a loser in seven of
•,enifir Racer starter. points and hauling down their last eight games, in
showed skills reminicent nine rebounds, plus he the 9:15 p.m. contest. The

first game will feature
Morehead I 17-10, 10-41
and Tennessee Tech i 1811, 9-5 let 7 p.m.
Saturday's championship game will be at 7:30
p.m with no colitrilation
played beforehand.
1,1Aeja vu is in Greene's
future he might be seeing
familiar faces on consecutive Saturdays. If
both Murray rend
Morehead win Friday
they'll play again for the
right to advance as the
OVC's representative to
the NCAA tournament
first round. March 17-18,
at either Evansville, Ind..
or Tampa. Fla.
Morehead was picked
to finish second in the
OVC, which they did,
despite the last loss to
Murray. In Saturday's
game, battling the
deafening Murray crowd,
a leaky Rarer Arena ceiling and the hot shooting if
Sleets. the Eagles fell
behind, 35-27, at halftime
and never got c-loser than
four the rest of the game.
"Give credit to
Morehead State," Greene
insisted. 'They were
very opportunistic in
coming in here .with a
chance to win. They
played well coming down
the strecth and got
'themselves in a position
to win when we had our
troubles. I take my hat off
to them. They won some
tough 'camel late in the
year, especially up in
Ohio."
By clinching the title,
Murray will host the postseason OVC- tournament
for the first time ever.
11101tEkti..th ST ATE
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EAGLE SANDWICH — Murray State defenders Sammy Cumin(behind,left) and Lamont Sleets(10)sandwich a Morehead State player as he slam dunks a shot for the Eagles. However,the shot didn't count as Sleets
was fouled on the play. Watching the play is Morehead's Harold Moore (22). Murray State, behind the 29-point
night of Sleets, captured the Ohio Valley Conference championship Saturday and earned the right to host the
OVC tournament Friday and Saturday, March 11-12.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Lady Tigers fall to MCHS;season not over
Rona Poe 1121 and Kim
By JIM RECTOR
('rowell Ill) and with 21
Sports Editor
Murray High's. lady of 24 free throw accuracy
Tigers ran into a second- the Lady Marshals were
half buzzsaw which untouchable.
Monica Greene paced
vaguely resembled a
group of girls in Marshall district ruruierup Murray
County basketball with 10 points in each half
before fouling out Noruniforms Saturday night
The occasion was the mally high-scoria); teamFourth District cham- mate Donna •go6sse was
pionship game at limited to only five points
Calloway County and the and Lori Schanbacher,
outcome was predictable the Lady Tigers' best
Murray stayed close defensive player, fouled
during the first half but out after contributing onthe Lady Marshals, ly five points as well.
defending. state champs,
prevailed 63.45
The game was tied at
23-all at halftime and
again at 31-all with only
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
three minutes left in the
.oAPi.
Jeff Malone of
third period.
But the Lady Marshals Mississippi State. Dale
decided enough was Ellis of Tennessee and
enough and big gun Carol Carlos Clark of MissisiipParker put the game. ol
Letre unanimous
awaywith 18 of her 26 choices on the Coaches
points coming in the se- All-Southeastern Concond half.
ference basketball team.
Parker had doubledigit assistance from
The 10-man team an-

March 14 at 6:30 p.m. to
see who advances to the
regional championship
game, Tuesday, March 15
at 7 p.m.
In the lower bracket,
Marshall County • 25-2
meets Fancy Farm 14-9
in the 6:30 p.m. game and
Reidland i 21-4 I plays
Fulton City 17-13) in the 8
p.m. game. The winners
advance to the 8 p.m.
game Monday, March 14.
Advance tickets
The winners of the up- available at Murray High
per bracket play Monday. are limited to reserve

Despite losing the
district title, the Murray
High season has at least
one game remaining.
Wednesday in the first
round of the regional
tournament at Mayfield,
Murray .13-ui plays
Syrnsonia 21-3 at 8 p.m.
The first game Wednesday, also in the upper
bracket, has Hickman
County • • 19-21 facing
17-6i at 6:30
Ballard

chair seats at $3.50 each.
They, will be available at
MHS from today through
1 p.m. Wednesday.
General admission
prices at the gate will be
$2 for students,$3 adults.
Fjpeutract elkomplowlop Geste
at Calloway County
WLIRRA V .46
Schanbw hoe 214 5 Rousse 2 1-2 5,
kolity 1 21 1:trene 12-2 It Span 23,3 I Thompson 1 5.52 Totals
15 213
65
MARIIIIALL 00 gill
Parker 41 11411 0, Harrell
414 I.
Crowell I 3-7 11 Poe 42-2 12. Vopp 44
6, Stowe 41 2-2 2, Jackson 43-23 Totals
21 21.24 63
Halftone SIMS 73.611.
Kerwin WHS 13-11 0( 02

Three chosen unanimously to All-SEC team

BARELY IN TIME — Marshall County center Carol Parker (41) doses In on
-Murray's Connie Spann (22) who manages to "core over the Lady Marshals' big
:girl in the Fourth District championship game. Marshall County won the title by
•beating Murray,63-45,in Saturday's game at Calloway County.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

nounced Saturday by the
conference included one
player from each SEC
team, marking the first
time that had happened
in the 20 years coaches
have litien--thoosing an
all-star team. There were
10 players from different
schools on the 1961
coaches team, but the

league consisted of 12
schools at the time.
Malone ranks No. 4 nationally in scoring and
No. 1 in the conference
with a 27.1 average, Ellis
Is second in the league at
22.7 and Clark third at
19.4.
Melvin Turpin of Kentucky and Howard Carter

of Louisiana State missed
by one vote being
unanimous choices.
Others named to the
team were • Charles
Barkley of Auburn, Phil
Cox of Vanderbilt, Vern
Fleming of Georgia,
Eugene McDowell of
Florida and Ennis
Whatley of Alabama.
•

•
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There are over
100 changes in
this year's tax
laws and forms.
NU Medi prepares kayo received special training to
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Dream comes true for Lakers, Fourth District champs
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team would do it all uill
a 0,
'Yes. itve had told our a NMI&
Sports Editor
We'll 11 .a e to fa ,
People don't take the players during our last
"I can look you in the tougher conlPetitilin
distro t finals serious timeout that it was the eye and honestly say I ing Into this thuig Hi
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coach eary Miller, "But 1
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College Basketball Scores

CHAMPIONSHIP
(Top) Calloway County
senior Keith Lovett cuts
the net after his Laker,
edged Murray High, 6054, for the Fourth District
championship. (Right)
Another Calloway senior,
Craig Darnell (15) shoots
the go-ahead Jumper
which gave the Lakers a
56-64 advantage with :05
remaining. Guarding
Darnell is Murray's Steve
Rutledge (12) while Jay
Wells (23) gets in position
for a rebound.
Staff photos by Jim
Rector
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Cult the Laker,. halttiltle

lead to only tu u.
Behind the 25 point
nig,lit, of liavid Met uistiio
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pressure on 1111111 a West
stickback gave MILS a 4ri
45 lead with 4 39 to pla'y
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It'd his third foul and
K.rith I Awett sank the se
ond of a tuo shot bonus
I, tie the game at 54-all
1 tel
Marra'. ch▪ opped the
time down to t8 seconds
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Unwind to set up a final
shot The in-bounds pass
went bon' West to guard
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Lady Racers upset Morehead,fell to 6,4,14,13 - and,--a -tafehmeal -ws'. ,
Morehead Saturday, 74- overall
71
Saturday's -game was
tied seven tune*. the last Farm Profit Bulletin 037q.-.
Murray's -Lori- -14urrett-iv-Rh 3
exploded for 75 points, the score 67-67 A
hitting nine of 18 field Priscilla Blackford lay up
goals and seven of eight gave Morehead a temfree throws. Jennie Red- porary lead, which was
wine and Shawna Smith cut to one only seconds
each contributed 14 later when Blackford
points to the win and fouled Oakley, who hit
Diane Oakley, usually the one of two free throws
Lady Racers' top scorer,
Barrett picked up two
sank 13.
consecutive bombs, 17
I'
J
The Lady Racers were and 18 feet away, and
out-shot from the field. although she missed a
47.7 percent to 45.5, but one-plus-one opportunity
the difference came at with :06 left, the Lady
the stripe where the hosts Racers held on for their
hit 14 of 18 to only nine of eighth victory to 16
losses.
HI for Morehead.
911
W`11
,

Lady Racers cause logjam in OVC

'Breds lose first twinbill
Murray State lost a
home doubleheader Sunday, losing 6-4 and 6-3 to
Illinois, in its opening day
of the 1913 season,
The 'Brecis lost their
season opener when IIMots rallied for five runs
In the top of the sixth to
erase • 3-1 Murray advantage. Don Neufeider
took the loss despite sixhit help from the MSU
lineup, including a home
run by Carroll Boyd.
Murray carved a 2-0
lead in the first inning on

a two-run homer by Lee
Hutson in the second
game, but Illinois bausced beck with a three-run
homer by Greg Lavarone
to go ahead. 3-2, in the 9c-cond inning.
Scott Peck rapped a
solo homer in the bottom
of the seventh, but it was
too late to save Doug Rice
who was nailed with the
loss.
Tuesday Murray baits
the University of
Tennessee-Martin at
Reagan Field.
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conflict with the Tennessee girls state high
school basketball tournament.
The six-team tournament opens at Hooper
Elben Center at 4 p.m.
CST Tuesday with
Eastern Kentucky
meeting Murray State.
Morehead State will play
Austin Peay in the second
game with Youngstown
State and Tennessee Tech
concluding the night's action.
The semifinals will be
Wednesday, with the
tournament champion
crowned Thursday night.
Murray State was part-
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COOKEVILLE, Tenn.
I AP)- By virtue of winning a coin toss, Tennessee Tech has earned
the right to host the Ohio
Valley Conference
women's basketball tournament.
Sunday's coin flip was
necessary after Tech and
Moorehead State became
knotted in an unbreakable tie for second
place in the league standings at the end of the
regular moon.
League champion Middle Tennessee is unable to
host the three-day tournament that begins Monday
because of a scheduling
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, Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9886,

NEED HOSPITALIZATION
Our health insurance

Plan for dry weather...,

policy provides the
following benefits.
Does yours?
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Shelter's Comprehensive
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Insurance Policy.
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USFL: Walker not much,but Love returns pass 102 yards
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Herschel who'
We didn't block as
well as we should have
for him
we can help
him out slot more than
we did today," Chuck
Fairbanks, coach of the
New Jersey Generals,
said of Herschel Walker's

less-than-spectacular pro
debut Sunday
The Pugh-pnced running back who left the
University of Georgia a
year early for a 15million, three-year contract, did score the
game's first' touchdown
But he gained only 65
yards on 16 climes and

by the second quarter.
was largely forgotten by
the crowd of 34,002 in the
Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum
Instead, all eyes were
on Tom Ramse) and
Tony Boddie as the Los
Angeles Express beat the
Generals 20-15 in a
season -opening United
States Football League
game. one of five pla)
Sunday
In • other action, the
Chicago Blitz beat the
Washington Federal!, 287, the Philadelphia Stars

trtrnmed the Denver Gold
13-7, the Tampa Bay Bandits turned back the
Boston Breakers 21-17
and the Oakland Invaders
routed the Arizona
Wranglers 24-0 The firstweekend schedule will be
completed tonight when
Michigan visits Birmingham
"This was real fun,"
said Ramsey. a former
UCLA quarterback who
ssed for two
touchdowns "I think this
Is one of the more exilting games I've ever

Eastwood Christian School
Announces

Western Sizzlin Steak Houses
Monday 8 Oz. Chop
Reg 2.99 Only / 9
Tues. 6 Oz. Chop With Salad
s259
Wed. Free Salad With
8 Oz. Chop
406 1202, $299 759-5555

School Night
Program By All Students
Friday, March 11-1:00 p.m.
Registration for 8384 School Term
Grades K12
March 25 8 00 4 00 p.m
March 26 9 12 00 Noon
Place Eastwood Baptist Church
ra iwy 34E
For Additional lily:natio. Call 153-1834

played in The fans got
their money's worth.
When the fans are with
you, like these fans were.
it fires me up"
Ramsey. who played
his college ball in the
same stadium last year
when he was the hation's
college passing percentage leader, turned things
around when he replaced
former National Football
Leaguer Mike Rae with
the Express trailing 9-6.
Boddie, a 12th-round
draft choice out of Montana State, rushed for 77
yards on 13 cames and
caught five passes for 49
yards
Meanwhile. Walker
was generally ineffective Usually a pnme
pass receiver as well as a
runner, the Heisman
Trophy winner caught onone pass. for three
yards
'It's tougher than I
thought it would be," said
Walker, who had been on
his way to becoming the
most productive runner
in collegiate history "A
lot of the guys had more
speed than I expected to
see And the execution
was better; I guess that's
the biggest adjustment I

Buy one of our new
Case farm tractors —
get round trip ticiuits
for two, plus cash
for your trip

-

have to make."
"Herschel made seine
mistakes old there, but
certainly nothing that
can't be corrected," said
Fairbanks. "I said before
the game that we'd use
other backs simply
because Herschel had
been with us only a
week."
Fairbanks added. "We
didn't help Herschel a lot.
In the second half„ we
were in a catchup situation early, and I felt I had
to take turn out because of
his lack of preparation."
Blitz 28, Federals 7
Rookie Trumaine
Johnson caught one
touchdown pass and set
up a second to lead
Clucago past Washington
and give Coach George
Allen a triumphant
return to the nation's
capital
Greg Landry, a veteran
of 14 years with the
NFL's Detroit Lions and
Baltimore Colts,
repeatedly found the
seams in the Federal
secondary. completing 19
of 26 passes for 251 yards
and two touchdowns
The Blitz's No. I draft
choice out of Grambling,
Johnson ran away from

the Washington secondary to catch 11 passes
for 158 yards, Including a
23-yard touchdown rem,Lion.
Allen, who was fired in
1977 after leading the
Washington Redskins for
seven years, was greeted
warmly by the 38.010 fans
who ignored a steady
drizzle and a regional TV
telecast to attend the new
league's inaugural game
In Washington.
••I wasn't particularly
happy about playing our
opening game here in
Washington because of
all the distractions. I
would have rather played
in Birmingham," Allen
said.
He added, however:-I
love Washington- I was
very emotional out there
during the Nitcorial Anthem."
Stars 13, Gold 7
Quarterback Chuck
Fusina scored a
touchdown and David
Trout kicked two field
lead Philadelphia
over Denver. The Stars'
defense, questioned
before the season, put on
a last-minute, goal-line
stand to hold off what the
fans in Mile High

goals to

--••••••

•

Stadium thought was going to be a winning Gold
touchdown.
"Coming into the
game, we didn't know
much about Denver,"
said Philadelphia Coach
Jim Mors. "We had to
feel our way initially.
Denver probably felt the
same way we did.
"Our offense had opportunities they didn't
take advantage of, but
they played well. It would
have been nice to have an
exhibition game, but I am
very happy to win this
one. It will be a very competitive league."
Bandits 21. Breakers 17
John Reaves passed for
358 yards and three •
touchdowns, including a
33-yard game-winning
strike to Willie Gillespie,
to lead Tampa Bay over
Boston.
Reaves, who had a stormy NFL career after
leaving the University of
Florida as the NCAA's
all-time passing leader in
1971, completed 28 of 39
passes and connected
with Gillespie with 10:17
remaining.
"This is one of the most
hard-earned victories
I've ever been associated
with," said Tampa Bay
Coach Steve Spurrier.
"Our receivers and
quarterback John
Reaves. if you see people
catch better than that, let
me know so I can go pay
to see them play."
Also in the game,
former Murray State
safety Terry Love intercepted a pass fiveyards deep in his own end
zone and raced 102 yards
up the left sideline, but
'was dragged down from
behind on the three-yard
line by the intended
receiver Eric Truvtllon.
Love's interception set
up a third quarter
touchdown on a 'one-yard
run by Tony Davis.
Invaders 24, Wranglers0
Fred Besana fired two
touchdown passes to
Wyatt Henderson — in-.
eluding a 53-yard bomb in
the first . quarter — as
Oakland defeated
Arizona.
The game was watched
by a crowd of 45,167, biggest of any USFI. contest.
The Philadelphia-Denver
game in the fledgling
league was a close second, with 45,102.

Vac's gives

Argentina
Davis victory

•

fly to your choice of over 80 cities
in continental U.S. or Canada*
and get $400 in travel cash
from Case on your purchase of a
r iew Case 1190 1290 1390 1490
or 1690 frdr-tor

(2,

fty to your choice of 10 cities in
Mexico, Bermuda of the Caribbean*
and get $800 in travel cash
from Case 00 your purchase of
d
Case 2090 2290 2390 or
2540 tractor

fly to London, Paris, Amsterdam,
Rome, Madrid, Zurich, Fradcfurt
or Hawaii* and get $1,500 in
travel cash from Case on your
purchase of a new Case 4490
4690 or 4890 tractor

In addition, take Option #1
Your choice of Case 8.8% A.P.R. financing for up to 48 months.
Or take Option #2 — No finance charges until March 1, 1984.
Or take Option #3 — A special cash option,in lieu of financing Options #1- and #2 on your
new Case tractor purchase.(Cash options shown by model in table.)
CASH
OPTION

E LiG/BLE
MOOEL

ELIGIBLE
MODEL

CASH
OPTION

1190 s 650 2290 $2100
1290 $ 750 _ 2390 $2500
1390 $ 900 2590 $2700
IMO • $1400
•

4

MIMI - $1600
MO

469F-34000—

$1900 _ AN

$4700

'Destinations and points of origin are limitAlso ask about eligible used farm tractors
ed to eligible locations Travel Certificates
of any make,available with 8.8% A.P.R.
financing for up to 42 months... or a waiver for two (2) will be issued within 45 days of
tractor purchase Certificates must be reof finance charges until December 1,1983.
deemed for airline tickets by December 31
Free travel offers and cash option do not apply
1983 and cannot be redeemed for cash
to used tractor purchases
Travel must be completed prior to March 1
1984
Travel dates are subject to availability
For 8 8°0 A P R finance charges or waiver-ofGovernment
Aqenaes Departments do not
finance-charges. on new or used tractors, purqualify Otter void where prohibited by law
chase must be financed through J 1 Case Credit All offers valid March 1 thru Apnl 30. 1983
Corporation Offers apply from date of purchase

See us now for full details.

•
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McKee! Equipment Co
503 Walnut

753-3062
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BUENOS AIRES,
Argentina (AP) —
Guillermo Vitas gave
John McEnroe a genuine
tennis lesson, Overwhelming the American
ace to lead Argentina to a
3-2 upset victory that
eliminated the defending
champion United States
team from Davis Cup
competition.
McEnroe, who dropped
his first singles match to
Jose Luis Clerc, controlled play during the first
game Sunday, when he
broke Vitas' service at
love. The American
Jumped out to a 4-2 lead,

but his doniiiiiiiee was
short-lived. Vitas won 64,
6-0,6-1.
-Vilaa,aoaibiniag-power-and precision in one of the
best performances of his
career, won the next 15
games, breaking
McEnroe's service seven
times in succession.
When McEnroe charged the net, Vllas passed

him with suberbly placed
shots down the line or
droppee topspin lobs inches inoide the baseline.
McEnroe looked more
and more dejected as
Vila' returned his best
shots with shoe whiners.
When the American finally bald his serve in the
penuithnete game. he
relied his arms to the
MON spectators on hand
hi a gesture of mock
triumph.
Argentina, which lost
herd-fonght- final to the
United States hi 11111, advanced to the qil.rItaly July
uils
Argiatine and the
United Stake have met
eight times in Davie cep
pky.The U.& bads&S.

1'4(4 II lilt Mt RR %) K. II 101.1 us 11‘11
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YFA DEGREES — Calloway County farmers receiving Young Farmer Association Degrees at the Kentucky YFA convention were (from left, front row) Randy Tucker, Mike Burchett, (back row) Jerry Stark,
Kenny Greer,Jim Stahler and Max Gore. This award recognizes them for outstanding service to the local and
date YFA chapters.

HOSTS — Calloway County Young Farmer Association members who boater] the state meeting in
Owensboro include (from left, first rowi Cathy Stockdale, Janice Outland. Laura Paschall, Debbie Burchett.
Becky Gore. Tina Carraway. Melissa and Kayce Stark, Judy Stahler,(second row' Danny Cunningham. Judy
Cunningham, Dale Outland, 14ina Greer. Mike Burchett, Carol Rogers, Irene Tucker, Jerry Stark, Marty
Max Gore. Terry
Carraway, (third rowl Johruue Stockdale, Becky Jo Jones. Richard Jones. Kenny
Rogers. Randy Tucker. Mark Paschall and-Jim Stahler.

Southern States executive predicts better days for agriculture
Farm supplies reached videotaped, personal
-beard meeting at Gilbert- .. According...to lir
Joseph Coffey, the $37.4 million, up slightly message from Serretar)
sville.
of Agriculture John
cooperative's director of over last year.
Petroleum gallonage Block.
"There are several en- economics and planning,
A total of :17 of these
couraging signs." James who appeared with was down slightly to 94.8
says. "First, there's less James in the videotape. million as compared with regional meetings are being held over a five-state
inflation and lower in- "This will be the era of 96.6 million last year.
Grain marketing area this Month hy
terest rates: second, the computer and will
The
livestock feeding is now have a tremendous effect volume reached 17.4 Southern- States
serves
more profitable:" third, upon agriculture. million bushels,---- down cooperative
there's recognition of Knowledge and informa- from 18 5 million bushels farmer members who
live in Virginia. West
farm problems and tion and the faster com- a year ago.
Other features of the Virginia. Maryland.
.it will lead
something is being done munication of
Delaware and Kenturkl.
session
included
and
facilities
replacing
to
about them; and .fourth,
we are on the threshold of will help eliminate double
a new era in agriculture, and triple handling of inan era of technology and ventory. This will be
information that will possible because we will
bode well for -have a precise inventory
and farmers will be more
agriculture."
precise in their ordering
of supplies." .
Coffey reported to the
session that the contimiing recessionary farm
e4.7.onomy • and general
economy caused volume
and prices to fall below
the prior year by almost
10 percent.
Net savings, after pro
vision for income taxes,
and equity adjuMment,
were down $3.5 million
for the first 6 months of
the year:
Formula feeds were
down 14,000 toils as comKIMSEY ADULT FARMER CLASS BANQUET
pared to --last year,
— The Production Credit Association, Murray ofbecause of record onfice, sponsored a dinner meeting for the lUrksey
farm grain and forage
Adult Farm class members and wives recently at
plus low grain prices
the Seven Seas Restaurant. The banquet concluded
which continued to
the regular class meeting which meet at Murray
pressure farmers to feed
Area Vocational Center. At the dinner were (from
more of these items and
left, front row) Mike Overciuit, P.C.A. office
purchase less feed.
manager; Anita McCallon, P.C.A. secretary; and
Fertilizer tonnage was
Dwayne Fulkerson, P.C.A.; (back row) Gerald
off 43,000 tons as comStone, !Wilsey class vice president; Jewell Mcpared to a year ago The
Callon, Kirksey class president; and Johnnie
decline reflects the
Stockclale, vocational agriculture teacher.
overall industry situation
due largely to a decrease
in fertilizer consumption.
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
Seed volume for this
Pro- said the costs could be year was $7.1 nullion as
LOUISVILLE
blem. Up to 50 million assessed to farmers who compared to $7.6 million
a year ago.
pounds of burley may go own the tobacco
unsold this year -because
growers overshot their
allotments.
Solution: USDA should
designate the burley loan
associations as the agen-,
des responsible for
receiving, processing and
Etoring this surplus leaf
'-—"flidff-ft"riff be galti belt
'
year.
That's the gist of a letter sent recently to the
Department of
Agriculture by Kentucky
Farm Bureau President
Ray Mackey.
Like many industry
leaders, Mackey views
the unusually large
amount of surplus tobacco as a threat to the
burley -Program. Faced
with numerous risks in
storing the tobacco,some
farmers may, Mackey
fears, be tempted to
"t into
move the
marketingchannels, °ótside the price support and
allotment program.
Such unauthorized
sales, if they did occur,
would seriously penalize
the vast majority of
growers, depriving them
of part of their share in
next year's market,
Mackey said
Mackey acknowledged
that the coops could face
- Calloway Comity's Complete Form Supply Skies
some financial and
logistical problems If
they handle the large
surplus poundage, but he
There are sOrne--- -en-. co ura g ng economic
signs visible that are
pointing to better days
ahead for agriculture.
says Gene A. James, executive vice president
and general manager of
Southern States
Cooperative.
"While farmers may
continue to have some
problems in the next year
or so, I'm optimistic
about the long term
future of agriculture,"
James reported in a
videotaped message to
local farmers who attended a recent regional

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

and who hold a total of
liti.8:15 memberships in
the organization
Hoard itiembei s
young farmers attending
the session from this area

41!)
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Southern States 1-N
Jackson & Perkins
Everblooming Roses
Just Arrived
Truckload Shipment
of Ready To
Plant Roses

753-3404

*Bulk Garden Seed and Plants
including new shipment of Strawberry Plants,
Seed Potatoes and Onion Sets

4 1iit

Outpost Office
The
In Murray
Land Bank
Every Tuesday
I.Ind
the
the
to
Close
and
A '•
At The PCA Office
Hwy. 641 N. 753-5602

Grain
Merchandising

Surplus seen as threat
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Improving your
land can be a
long-term project

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT 31
SOYBEANS
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Make Your Selections Now!
% 153-1423

Murray

Industrial Rd,

'Precision Garden Seeders With
Fertilizer Attachments Now Available
'Fertilizer

Cii
*Potting Soil, Peat, Cow and Sheep Manure,
Soil-Softener, Wheat Straw

'Bark Mulch $25.00 Pick-Up Load
'Bulk Dormant Oil

All Your Gorden & Form Supplies
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

When You
Are Buying Your Next
Garden Seeds, Ask What
Happens if They Don't Come Up!
Then Come Ask Us
BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
Free Replant On Garden Seed

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply

94E. / 53-7862 / Murray, K
—Iii—
—fig -

-

Seed Potatoes
S10.95 wired lbs
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Linda Evans,Tom Selleck chosen 'best looking'
NEW YORK IAPI -

P 1" got the nod as best- Issue. Selleck. 38, also
loolung man.
WAS named America's
favorite TV actor,
Miss Evans, 40, won diiplacing "M-A-S-H"
over Victoria Principal of star Alan Aida, who won
"Dallas" by .2 percent in the past four years.
the magazine's fifth an- Favorite TV actress was
nual celebrities poll, Stefanie Powers of "Hart
featured in thi.s week's to Hart."
•

Linda Evans of the television series "Dynasty"
has been chosen by
readers of People
magazine as the bestlooking woman tn
America, while Tom
Selleck of "Magnum
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Richmond man has filed
a $2 million lawsuit
against country music
star -Loretta Lynn, contending she made &facial
renutrk about him in
front of 10,000 people attenditig one of her concerts.
Ceasar Gaiters Jr., who
was working as a security.
guard during the Nov. 28
concert, said Miss Lynn
maligned him t^.;*y singling
him out in the mostly

'I.

4'.

white crowd and comparing the color of his skin
with the color of coal
According to the suit,
Miss Lynn had stopped.
singing "Coal Miner's
Daughter" and was talking with the audience
when she directed its attention- to Gliders, who
was sitting at the foot of
the stage.
"If you people don't
know what coal looks
like, here is somebody
that knows what coal is
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You're never too old tor too young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on Popularity, send $1, plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped (37 rental envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood,('all!. 900354.

all about," the suit quOted
Miss Lynn as saying.
Miss Lynn asked Gaiters

to stand as a spotlight
shone on him, according
to the suit.
When Gaiters reluctantly stood, Miss Lynn
said: "Black is
beautiful," and the audience laughed "furious-

ly," according to the suit.
Miss Lynn then continued
singing, the suit said.
Gaiters contends he
was the qbject of
"laughter and snickering," which continued
after he sat down. He was

"shocked, disgraced and
shamed" by the incident,
the suit said.
Miss Lynn could not be
reached for comment on
the suit, which was filed
Jan. 23 in Richmond Circuit Court.

Revival in progress

Revival services are Kirksey Baptist Church,
now in progress at the is the speaker for the services which will continue
COLUMBUS, Ohio Owens Chapel Baptist
each
everting at 7 p.m.
Church,
located
on
I API - Former Ohio
through Saturday.
State University football Penny-Airport Road. .
The pastor, the Rev.
coach Woody Hayes says
The Rev. Glen Ricky Cunningham, inhe is a fan of Monaco's
pastor of vites the public to attend.
Prince Rainier, pointing Copeland,
out that each has had runins with photographers.
At an awards dinner
last week. Hayes mentioned Rainier as a man
he could respect, recount,
ting the prince's clash
with photographers dur1. Legal Notice
1.14,31Notia
ing a recent visit to New
York.
Recalling that Rainier
was reported to have punched two photographers
The City of Murray is requesting bids for
within 24 hours, Hayes,
one riding mower for use in the city
who is 70, joked, "A man
cemetery. Bid specifications are
60 years old taking a swavailable at the City Clerk's Office, City
ing at photographers. SixHall Building. Delivery date April 1,1983.
ty years old. Can you imagine that?"
Robert Butler,Supervisor
Rainier, now 59, turns
Murray Street Department
60 in May.
While at Ohio State,
Hayes once struck a
television cameraman
2. Notice
2. Notice
and then lost his job after
Balions for all oc
punching an opposing
casions. Happy Birth
player who had inNava 5 neinertets? Cal
day. Anniversary, Get
tercepted a pass.
7$9-4444 for se inWell, it's a boy. It's a
Girl, many more also
spirational inassap I.
Smurfs. E T. Gartield
brilinee year day.
phone 436 SEM for in
Ckildree's reps 75,formation and prices
4445,
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DEAR ABBY The letter from "Sitting Duck." wondering
how she would protect herself if her car broke down at
night. on a lonely road, reminded me of something I used
to do lyears sato when I was an attractive ItS year old girl
working at an all night restaurant
Sometimes I'd get off work at 3 a m and have to drive
horn, alone so I went to a costume shop and bought a
man's beard dose to the color of my own hair I also
bought a man's cap I kept the beard and cap in the glove
compartment of my car, and when my car broke down
ias it did quite often} I would put them on
At night no one could tell I wasn't a man. and I felt
much safer Of course. I would take off the beard and cap
when I saw a police car pull up
There's nothing kinky about it I oast felt that a potential
attacker AviTuTd he less likely to bother a "man" than a
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Lack of Funds May Stall
Airline's Mercy Mission
DEAR ABBY When AirLifelane was formed in 1979 we
had I pilots in California and a strong desire- to help
people in need Over these few years Aarlafelane has
pshits in 4fi states Your interest and the help
grown to
from so many of your readers have nurtured that growth
Our mission remains the same to provide a ready net
work of planes to fly life-saving equipment, personnel.
blood and human organs wherever needed, whenever
needed, on a moment's notice Airlifelane pilots are
available 24 hours a day. every day of the year
Our growth has allowed us to help more people than we
ever imagined 111 date AirLifebne pilots have flown over
Iri.').900 miles of servo r and we've never charged a penny
to any patient. hospital or public agency'
We've also found u multitude of new ways to use our
planes to ease human ruffenng In Dec-ember 19142. Air
LifeLmr woe asked to transport a highly trained capuchin
monkey named Sara from Boston to Sacramento. Calif
Sara was raised to tw.the -arms" and legs- of a bed ridden paraplegic Sara holds a telephone. fetches water.'
tomtit operate. a television Sti or
turns the page, 11i
radii, Trained apui bias like Sara are to a paraplegic
what i seeing eye dog is to a blind person Sara is now
living happily in SM. ramentii. bringing comfort and dig
nay LH 11 paraplegic human being
This program ha* lieen IN, successful that Airlifelane
dirliNtrr t apuchins to paraplegics an other
has been askiai

c•
'1.4es-off

By Abigail Van Buren

aght peoblems. AirlafeLine is rapidly depleting the
funds available to as Every mission is vitally important,
but each mission drains our resources further.
in the four years we've been operating, we've never had
to say ''no- to a request for help We hope we never have
to But we desperately need • fear -angels- to help keep
our planes flying
Any "Dear Abby- reader who would like to help this
work ran reach Airlafelane t 1 --'.4 ! J Street. Suite 14,
Sacramento. Calif Mali
We are also here to serve anyone needing our help We
believe that no human being should be alone and sick
with nowhere to turn We don't care where you live or
whether you are rich or poor If you need a human hand
to reach Out to you, Airlafelane is here.
With God's help tand a little help from • few of his
'angels'•i. we will he here for a long time Sincerely.
TOM G(X)DWIN
PRESIDENT OF AIRLIFELINE
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Actress Debbie Reynolds
has been undergoing tests
to determine why she felt
faint and couldn't continue during a matinee
performance of the
Broadway musical
"Woman of the Year."
"She's doing fine," producer David Landay said
Sunday as doctors tried to
figure out what hapPened
to her during Saturday's
matinee.
-There was no indication anything was
wrong," said publicist
Merle Debuskey. But
then, about five minutes
before the intermission,
-she began losing her

flate

Service
Electrical
Plumbing
Well Pumps
H.L. Ford
435-4152
Reminder' Contribute
to your Political Party
on Income Tax Return
11.00 for State Political
Party
SO tor Local
Political Part

place."
-She got confused and
scared," he said. -She

never really blacked out
but was feeling faint and
confused."
Mies Reynolds, SO, remained hospitalized today in good condition at
Roosevelt Hospital.
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Jackson may run
GET OUT OF THE CAR,
LADY!

ATLANTA (API Civil rights activist Js
Jackson has hem predicting that a black will run
for president In 11IN, and
now he suggests it may be
Jackass. 41. Mid in as
interview publiebed Sunday: "1 hese met with
many people sod many
people have appreadiad
me.1 have beeiritedyleg

the *Mali nod Soft
the waters."
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Complete Gross
Co. has all types of glass
mirrors and plexiglass.
Cut to all saes and
shapes We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum doors,
closers. hInotrs, 10c ItS
and weathicstrips. We
install auto glass. fix
storm windows, storm
FA& G

doors and patio door
plus. Make up show
cases and picture
frames. MLG Glass. 116
Coldwater Rd. 753 0110
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Lost young female cat
near N
öDt and rfts
Nutty white wins tabby
stripe marks on face
and tail Reward /33
5131,

4AC111,
SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

eneretic
- travel wort
owl ma.
2 5 , 0 0 0 to
40,000 I yew
ssion. Col
1-100-126-4175
r 1-100-126126. .
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $73 per hun
dred , No experience
Part or full time. Start
Immediately
Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R I 520. P0 Box 45.
Stuart. FL 33493
SUMMER SWIM
TEAM COACH WAN
TED. Monday Friday.
2 hrs. per day Juno
July
Send resume to
Rt
1.Janie
Mayfield. K y 42066.
Sales Manager
Trainee - Consideration
given to experience in
insurance sales, adver
tising. Public Relations
with multi level
organization. Corn
munications Or Journal
Maior Must have late
model car and capital
for 30 to 45 days. 375 000
year for the right
per
person Send resume to
S S. 5 Company, P 0
Lexington
Box 12061
Ky. 40508

FORMER NAVY
PETTY OFFICERS
Openings in most Navy
acguirecl skiiis
Age
limit depends on pro'
Ask
Navy service
about latest pay and
billsefit whew_ .Rhosse_
toll free
Mon Wed
la m to m
1 800 238
SRO
GOVERNMENT JOBS
Various p05 , 0's;
available through local
government agenc ies
$/0.000 to 350.000 pofen
Carl irefundable)
hal
I (6191 569 1304 dept
KY 114 for yOu• 1983
directory 24 firs
General Sales. AKanagerWe .offer a challenging
position with e•
growth potential sala'rr
plus bonus
company
car, expense
count
Extentive traini.ng
program and - fringe
benefits Responibie for
sales
marketing
strategies •aed de
velopment of personnel
Advancement depends
on your performance
and desire to more
Degree in
ahead
marketing Or buSineSs
preferred Send resume
and include salary his
'
,Dry to P0 80x 1040A.
Murray
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Z. Mobile Home Rentals

19111 John Deere 16 hp
47- mower deck riding
1957
mower
52 000
Cast. le hp 3. mower
deck
Both in
$7,400
good c °mai ?ion
Must.
Sell to purchase laireer
.cptItMelriC al ..1143U.Pmens
Call Countryside Nurs
ere- r333-nte Collier En vireo
Set
pro's w.ttv junior
Classic ,w,rn bookcase
Polaroid One Stec)
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, neat
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matching foot
stool
rec liner
Queens
4e mattress
plattor-hbed. 7 end raoi•s
75)0920
Br
Oak Chefrobe
py n Mirror $125 Oa•
glasi oloOr pie safe S22
After ip m 753 6193
s,ze
reg
Pool table
5100 21 round pi - ture
tube 525 /53 7174 • Awee'
Scr m
Sears Kenmore porra
ble dishwasher. IS
space Saver. wood grain
top
I. tea's old
exrestero
OnliiUri
remodeling nerds
3100
Call 753
%Dive
7597 anytime'
Water bed
dresser.
right stand
years old
4)7 4779
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304 N. 17th, M
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Soles Associates
vomits. nooses

BAllEY S CARPET
Ct EANINC

52 Boats Motors

P.-ixece New 75/ 3 7 75
Jaws bra 753 3514
WWI Maley 489 1146
ley laivios 753 :417

" 1

only 06 a square foot
for normal cleaning

•

free Estimates

Ovr interest in you
pays off.

/S9-1911

47 Motorc yc les

753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
rooClean 2 .oed
for rent nea• hospita.
Partly turn shed
Ma
tore rad, ies reo 753
35111
Furnisher! Apt I of 2
Pectroom
Zimmerman
Apartments South 1611.
75) 6609
Nit e turn sheil I bed
r00rn apt
no pets
reau recl
Ca'
Or

!WO

Oe'J''(X)rrS
,rts
lik)IrnfO•tn
'43 WV
162
• I • .tif
twor Jon, apt at the
• mbass. Call 753 35k
heir tiOm
Pegg v Ann
• 192 0775

Seen 1215 at Stcalowe
TELEPRONE 153 1651

49. Used Cars
Appointments mode
for your c.....ience
Full

time

associates
phones.
Amos McCarty
hetesa bight
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153 724
753 27713
153 9380

We are expanding our
sales force and need
153 2511
live good sales men and
/53 2411
4ou Impart%
women in this area with
assets in an excess 3200
million dollars
Our,
45. Farms for Sale
nati.onal company is
expanding its 'sales 14. Want to Buy
74 acre farm icv ate
Phone 753-3114
force We are searching
34. Houses for Rent
miles East of Dexter ii
American coins. 1800
qualified re
Hwy 1346 Cali 427 44vs
Two becIrOom a
VOugri 194.S. Call 753eleC
prese11/11101eles who can
uaturnIshed nome -a 475 4485 after Sp en
_produce news';-- We
- -14-Miscellaneous
$200 deposit 31/5 rent
Farr" tOo' own fond
train people with Old T V s of all types,
AB Dick Mimeograph Newly reconstructed on arid Pe
c 4 9 miles
potential sales ability
working or not
Call and Supplies
good
.nsicse
nothing
on Iron' 'Re (.,fy imit
and
You can earn up to $350 159 1696 after Sp m
condition
omplete the market today rem
N
• • • -)me and 10
per week and go on up WANTED
Glass and Pkg $175 Cali 753
.
7781
alert on
Dares for this pr.ce
from there
Annual Pottery made in the
c 44 West
Baby' chicks for Sale
wo
H
14) 9029
earning of 15 to 70.000 1920's. 30's and 40's
2724
Call
119
• Lath
dollars or more are not Buying for resale De
Rint
All
3(
a •
unusual
Call 502 443 pression glass Fosto F-Crew0001 327 50 a r k 15. Farms for
•
r„
PPf pup
Call 733 3781 after Sp m
1510 or send resume to ria, Cambridge. Fiesta
Have pasture land for
12:
Reserve Life Insurance Jewell Tea, Blue Ridge
Marine Batteries
375 rent. approximately 43
Co , P.0 7665, Paducah, Fenton
539 99 exchange
acres Caii 753 5094
unusual glass CCA
for
Homes
46
Sale
Ky 42001
500 (CA
$49 99 ex
items 507 192 5222
change
Trolling Bat
abOve
ter les
77 series 105 For
rent Storage Gar
r.
Oifc.15
1'••• e
$51 99 *sh i n
amp
Inquire at
age 11.40
itemehr n every f oorr
Hardware. Paris
Interstate Battery
Of th.5 ra-•blinu One
Martin Houses
6
story g • le ' with pro
rooms, $7299 12 rooms.
ches -- g •ilen An
333 99 18 rooms, 344 99
WANT TO
tOwer . vg 'ardwoods
71 rooms $5999 Wallin
LEASE,
Dual IS, la,c/ and cosi
Hardware, Paris_ _
Centur • 21 co show
DARK FIRED
Mr Art Collector heres
this aii,ent..re that ui
TOSACCO IASI
you chance to get an
thi market tti,•,
ame
orginal Ken Holland
731-1233
wee'
C. ntury 2)
painting 502 312 2603
LOretta 3 •ys Realtors
Reminder! Contribute
apprei
your call
to your Political Party 32. Livestock-Su lies
'no 753 1 497
_
on Income Tax Return
A horn.' fu all-ages 2
51 00 fOr State Political Three pet goats for sale
B R .n ir ieflu.li •
Party
SO for Local 350 436 5435
neighbor hon,t near Uri
Three registered Angus
Political Party
verso',
Must see to
II months old.
ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
SEASONED Bulls
appre, •3Te tv this ver v
If you wont on opportunity that CMOS rarely in a
FIREWOOD Call Jorm Call 437 4365
IOW pr.id 319930 Call
Boyer. 753 0331
Spann 14,,Otv ASS0(
person's lifetime then you owe it to yourself to
Satellite Receiver
IS)
investigate.
_ 1721
AKC BasSelt Hound Brit k
completely in
System
ducle• house vs
1. If you are above average/CAREER MINDED •
stalled and ready to Puppies Champion basement
3 blo •
Also AKC from SALAMI` 400 Sow,
Bloodlines
watch over SO channels
2. Neat Appeoronce/HIGHLY MOTIVATED
Old female 6th MUFF
This is a 'top of the 1'J yr
141 1459
3. Aggressive with outgoing personality.
line" system $2950 We Bassett Hound spayed
plant your
now
and
Buy
4. Over 25 (or rosponsiblel/SELF STARTER
good family pet
753
have Murray re
4 BR frame
garden
5. High School graduate minimum with working ',fences Call 302 6/6 9716 after 3
home in ioulity near
3983 or 502 154 5219
AKC Cocker Spaniel grocery Full basement
experience or college degree.
puppies
753
3096
Seasoned hardwood all
tofs of outside storage
6. Must be out of ?Own 5 nights per week.
sizes available up to /2
and large tot Fireplace
.0LAN MILLS PORTRAIT STUDIOS hos immediate_ inches.
Poultry-Supplies
32L.rack_ Green
too Asking $2? SOO Cali
openings for mature, professional solos-oriented
US rick Dettvered and For sale, SO white rock Spann- Realty Asso,
woman and men that rind to earn $15,000.00 stacked 753 1476
753 753 7/74
hens $200 each
Storage Building for Sit97
B y Owner 3 bedroom
and up per year. $300.00 per weolt whilo in
very nice
12.14
Sale
bath home, located
training with motel expenses, car allowance and
43. Real Estate
tots of storage in top
at 1616 Oalshili Drive in
corp. benefits. For personal interview coil John C.
After 4 30 M 753 4914
From the road or from Westwood Sub has base
Hall TM FREE at 1-800-543-5910 or 1-800board heal and air
Swimming P001 Sale
within
y05/11 be IT
For Sale 1911 and Bank Pressed Split rail fence Condition. Only lived in
S-43-5921, Monday through Thursday. between
Repo Deck Pool Save frames the beautifully one year Cell 753 ails
E .0.E M/F
11,00 a.m.-430 p.m. ONLYI
3 Acre
25 percent to SO percent landscaped
lot By Owner.. newly-re
Complete with filter. and stalely Crown brick mode-tect lase- -3.104
1504' Deck horn, Walk m closets, wood name nOUSe.- with
Special
Pool 1999 Call 302 966 marble baths, lop racial
basement garage
4231 Collect
Ask for ily workmanship and fireplace
gas heat. 3
Dean
materials are sure to bedroom 1
bath. 9'
please
the most di%
percent assumable
Tillers. Sflp chain drive.
loan,
close to downtown.
eriggs and Stratton cerning buyer
Priced
engine $26999 Wallin at 140.000 Call KOP 33 000 Zoned for
PERUD
REALTY 733
businesses Call 753 0569
Hardware Prir.1
after S 00 p m
1112

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

.
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19. Farm Equipment

Experienced T ypist
135 Masser Ferguson
Will do typing in my
Trac tar 400 hOurS new
Fast. efficient
home
COnclit ion
753 4369 - or
and reasonable
753 5960 „
753 7432.
600 I
i!
,
Will keep and care for
C 44 - AA # •••
elderly latry in o-urhome, experience and 345 7861 .
Dunham
Cali ()wt k
references
h
Len. Front F n
153 6392
Loader 'ex'rerient
fits any Stradie
10. Business Opportunity ("Ilion
13 tr
Mount Tractor
MINIATURE GOLF Forrest City Do Al
in 3 After Sp m 497 8264
COURSES
Del
days outdoors or in
- Plan
Used 1 Row Ford
doors Price $3900 up. ter nice Stokes 'I rayFinancing available
tor Industrial Rd /83
LOMMA EN
1319
TE R PR ISES. Scranton.
PA 18505
Tel
(717) 23. Exterminating
346 5559
Steel building de
alerships available by
manufacturer
Low
freight, competitive
price complete line of
quality buildings Earn
up to $100 K per year in
your own business -Call
1 800 525 9240
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Happy Anniversary
Treva and Eric
Wish yoi both many more.
Family
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,
and Vinyl
Ithng and Aluminum
rim for all houses 1
stops painting

Ituminum

Ford GI.10
sr p 5 p
ITIrleS 469 7101
1481
If

Jock Glover
/53 18/1

FOR

SALE
1976 Mercury
Motet° MX 4 door,
red, no rust, extra
cleat PS, PB. Air,
$1595.

K 88 C
COMPANY

"

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need • second
Build vp
or Rosidonti•I

opinion?
Local

references

Coll Hugh Oistlend
7S9 I 7 1 8

753-1113

Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steel
50 Year Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel S. Aluminum
Standing Seam Steel Roof
Aluminum Storm Windows/doors
Free Estimates
Cal Today 759-1600
Day Night

N.Pets-Supplies

Dial-A-Serrice
(Clip This Ad From The Paper

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

N.

POOL MANAGER is
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

Applcatleas we bebop eccepted by Ow
Martay-Celeway County Peeks Dept. fer
peel matapsr and Ilfegeerds.
News may be obtained at Wm Pubs Offlee, 1111b & Payee Ste., Plume 7537641.Cleo* deadline limb 17, 1,83.

2S. Business Services

Joyce Noel's Tax Sec
Price; start at
vice
$7 SO for short terms No
copies MOISO
waiting
on the spot and ready to
mall iet 344c

HOMO TAX SERVICE
PftlferillO
divideol,
farm sad other
reams- 114 Pow*,
NAWMIW. 759-142S

51:00

E CARTS

TS
Switalftrentrtsc.
IVOADS•TAKS•STEICO

vitoerpinnee, storage
evueine. alter 4:310.m.

puba14.

nips, plurnbin
or electric, then
vi the answer.

Call John Glover,
Ikensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic

Police
911

6 cm. Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 7531351/7534332

TROUBLES
IF it's with wel

provided.

Tames filed
Firm
Smell lysine's

Short Form $7.50
Long with itemizing
only SI 3.00

Call Joyce Neel
for eppeintowet
411-2440
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FOR SALE
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H.F. Sykes'
funeral rites
conducted

at 2 p.m in the LaCenter
Christian Church.
LaCenter, where she was
a member.
The Rev Tim Crowe officiated. Burial was in the
Maplelawn Cemetery in
Paducah
Mrs liatui. 101, died
Friday at 2 50 p.m at the
long Tenn Care Unit of
the Murray-(7alloway
County Hospital
The deceased was
preceded in death by one
!Kin, Dr Robert firths of
Murray
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs Mary
Miller of New Mexico; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs
Betty Halls of Murray;
three granddaughters including Mrs. Richard
Lynna Stout of Murray

Marcus G. Richardson,
79, 407 South Eighth St.,
died Saturday at 9:20
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was a
retired dealer for Speed
Queen appliances In Murray. He was a member of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 31, 1903, in
Wayne County, he was
the son of the late William
Richardson and Loretta
Hughes Richardson.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Manan West
Richardson, to whom he
was married on Feb 11.
1938; one daughter. Mrs
(;ene (Sue! Bogard.
Plant City. Fla.; one son,
Charles Richardson.
Panama Shores,,,
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs 011ie
Verhme and MISS Mollye
14( MRS 1'1( )1 Ii
Richardson. and one
brother, Lee W. Richardu;r ,e. .,n tic
tercorric
,,nh, thu son, all of Nashville.
rh--.5T-rr; T0nn.; lalx grandchildran.
ins.agrturt
The funeral will be
unrringrirrahlr
rh,
Tuesday at 11 a.In in the
(tort.
Vas/
chapel of BlalockColerruin Funeral Hurtle
John Dale and Henry
Kith I-..ost
le.ei again.? Hargis will officiate.
,,n
n,, I f Innis g:irlic Jerry Bolls will direct
ihe defense would eniot .rn singers from Seventh and
east task With West on Poplar Church of Christ
Pallbearers will be
dif Icrent ball
lead it s
garrir• Itotret er if Fast Glen Gibbs, Joe ThornV. est
hat c lead_ d i re. i i ng ton. Jim Wilson, Johnny
lools an alerting double w ill Bohannon, Gene
make all the different l•
McDougal and Charles
V. MOM .1 message !run) Olree. Burial will follow
East West would lead his in Murray City
against Cemetery
trump g,ame
s
Friends May call at the
4011f11
win grate!ull t funeral home after 4 p m
kn..4 k out the heart
rt a. e and today !Monday
would take nine quo k
11 nnur
.in east game
.Inil rubber
Services for Mrs VetEastS double, .-tras
sentional meaning when the tie Wallace were Sunday
bidding goes as in toil.,'. s at 3 p m m the chapel of
'Adolph. The message is Byrn Funeral Home,
lead durum% s suit and I Mayfield The Hey
promise that I hate enough Harry Yates and the Rev
I. beat this garlic
Don Farmer officiated.
With .1 spade lead East Pallbearers were Terry
wins tfic first tri( k
heap Lee Fulcher. Charles
.1%
possible and then Michael Wallace, Ricky
knocks out durront s spade
Wallace, Brad Bouland,
king When East wins the Jerry.
Alexander, Steve
ace of hearts- hi. will cash
his remaining spades for a
plus score
14artet Met
ed••••
5i:1
V. hat would happen if
maw*, Pur• Nue Arm Itas Itarixt
East wants the lead of a suit Kellar! a.4 Kay log Station.
lu
not bid tit durnmt 11 East s Ilemimis Act Id: 44 VA Were.
deed.a *Art Sere erereor imam 41*
i4.41 suit had been a minor da daadi •Meal
roe PO II. 1143•
he would have had to risk an be*/
RI *WI 1
2n1141111ta
initial overcall to assure .41
42
tXl.itss
I hat lead 1-relung the over
11442 fa
5111711111.
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The funeral for Henry
Freeman Sykes was
Saturday el 3 p.m. In the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Parts.
Tenn. The Rev Fil
Boston and the Rev H D
Hudson officiated
Pallbearers-were Mitch
Sykes, Dee lamb, J.0
Lamb, Pete Calloway,
Freeman Sykes and billy.
Gulledge
Honorary
pallbearers were men of
the Puryear Unit*
Methodist Church Sunday
School(lass
Aurial was in the
Puryear Cemetery
Mr Sykes, 76, a retired
farmer of Pury ear.
Term , died Thursday at 8
p m at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris.
Born July 31, 1906, in
Henry County, he was the
son of the late James
Gilbert Sykes and Hattie
Josephine Clark Sykes
He was a member of
Palestine United
Methodist Church
Survivors include his
wife. Mrs Jennie Lucille
Key Sykes, to whom he
was married on Jan 4.
1930 two sons, Warren T
Sykes and Tony Franklin
Sykes, Puryear, Tenn
One sister, Mrs Beulah
Lamb of Murray
Also surviving are four
grandchildren, a greatgrandchild • several
nieces and nephews
He was preceded in
death by two sisters. Mrs
Minnie Calloway and
Mrs Bertha Jackson, and
five 'brothers. Cordwell.
Conrad. Noah, ('hester
and Taylor Sykes

Kenton Kohr C. Morris dies
dies;funeral today;funeral
to be Tuesday Wednesday
Kenton E. Kohr, 58, Rt.
8. died Sunday at 2:30 am.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness
His wife, Mrs
Edeltraut Kohr, died July
1, 1982 A son. Randy K.
Kohr, died Sept. 4,1976
He retired from the
United States Army after
25 years of service. Born
Feb. 9, 1925, in Lebanon.
Pa he was the son of
Sallie Edna Deaven Kohr
and the late Johli A
K °hr.
Mr Kohr is survived by
his mother, Mrs. Sallie
Kohl% Murray; one son,
Kenneth J. Kohl-. Rt. 3,
stepdaughter, Mrs.
James I CriSta 1 Crooks.
Grand Rapids, Mich ;
two grandsons. Mark
Gould and John L. Kohr
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev, Omar Jenkins
will officiate
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery. Full
military rites will be conducted at the gravesite by
a unit from Fort Campbell
.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 4 to 9
p m. today Monday
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Final rites for Marvin
Holland were Sunday at
2 34) p in in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Gerald Owen officiated.
Music was by Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist,
and Richard Jones,
Wallace, Larry Fulcher organist and Will Ed Dunaway_
Livestock market
Burial was in Highland
1.01120.11.11
AP
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Park 'Cemetery there
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Pallbearers were
Hayden Morris, Ed
Jones, James Rose.
Frank Roberts, Hershell
Robertson and Harley
Barnett. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery
Mr. Holland, 79, 1624
College Farm Road, died
Friday at 10:22 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a
retired farmer and a
member of the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Born July - 15, 1903. in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Kelsa
Holland and Aline Stubblefield Holland.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs Rosie Wells
Holland, to whom he was
married on May 25. 1929;
one sister, Mrs Woodrow
(Frances Futrell, Benton; several nieces and
nephews.
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Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg
Industrial Average
-1.74
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

STOCKS
M erghtIR
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Pas.
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Don't Settle For Less! Compare!
We know you'll agree. the TVA Energy Saver Hornets today's best money-saving idea
• Savings You cut cooling costs up to 33% and heating
costs,up to 40-70%.compared to most standard
homes
• Comfort You'N stay warmer. or cooler. ctiewer
• Value As energy Prices climb, your Energy Saver
Home should increase in value more rapidly than less
energy-efficient homes
Insist on an Energy Saver Home,
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Kentucky District Office
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Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B.M
JC Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb.$1.29
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INVESTMENTS

Stock market

Prices Good While Sepplies Lost!
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30
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDINT

•

South hold.

ahead of the queen's
motorcade crossed the
center line and crashed
head-on into , the Secret
Service vehicle,
authorities said. Two
sheriff's deputies were injured in the
cident,
which
qu n passed
shortly afterward.
Outside the chapel,
nestled in a meadow
about 200 yards from the
Merced River, the queen
accepted several gifts: a
willow basket from a
Porno Indian woman, a
brass plaque from
Yosemite's signmakey
and a 1944 Ansel Adabfi
photograph entitled
"Clearing Winter
Storm."

Doz.

•
,

P

I

lk•alur

att

P t-.
I

toria. British Columbia,
aboard the yacht Britannia.
The queen and Philip
spent the weekend walking around Yosemite National Park and attended
services Sunday in which
the Rev. John Davis
prayed for the three
Secret Service agents
killed in an auto accident
Saturday.
Dressed in a bright turquoise suit with a black
handbag and matching
shoes, Queen Elizabeth
sat somber-faced in the
tiny 103-year -old
Yosemite Chapel.
The men were killed
when a Mariposa County
sheriff's vehicle scoutin

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BURET

59

I

14 1,1

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, Calif.
AP) - Queen Elizabeth
II prepared to leave
California today after 10
days of storms and cheering crowds ended with a
peaceful mountain
weekend marred by the
deaths of three Secret
Service men guarding the
royal party.
The queen and Prince
Philip were to depart on a
two-hour flight to Seattle
from Castle Air Force
Base near Merced aboard
Air Force Two, a
presidential jet made
available for her use.
After a day in Seattle,
the royal couple was
scheduled to sail for Vic-

D T
Warehouse Foods
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Queen leaves California

PIKES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES
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HOPIUNSVILLE CHOIR - As a feature of "Music In Our Schools Week." the
Murray State University Department of Musk will peewit the Hoskinsville High
School Male Choir in a 12:30 p.m. concert Tuesday. The choir, undir the direction of IOU alumnus Barbara Felts, will present a one-hour program of
spirituals, sea chanties, barbershop and show tunes. The program is tree and
open to the public. It will in the Annex Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the MSU campus.

Marvin Holland's rites Sunday

Mrs. Wallace's rites on Sunday

Hog market

Clarence Morns, 83,
Rt. 3. died today at 4:50
a.rn. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Lots Crutcher
Morris. died Oct. 7, 1179.
Born Feb. 20, 1900. in
Stewart County. Term.,
he was the son of the late
John Basel Morris and
Belle Phillips Morns
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Guynell
Williams and her husband, Mutt Williams, Rt.
3; three granddaughters.
Mrs Bobbie
Brenda i
Campbell, Asheboro,
N.C., Mrs. Richard
'Sherry ) Sims, Lexington. and Mrs. Donna
Darling, Lake Worth,
Fla.; two greatgrandchildren, Chip
Campbell . and Austin
Sims.
Also surviving are two
sisters. Mrs. Vesta
Wallace, Clarksville.
Tenn.,* and Mrs. Vida
Gardner. Mooresville.
Ind.; one brother. Fred
Morris,Hillsboro, Mo.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel ofMax Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10
a.m. Tuesday.

Coca-Cola, Sprite
or Tab
1.
$1 49
I
:
46074
mas
"
1 26

994

/
1
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Turner Milk Gal.$2.19

Pepsi Frio or
Pepsi Free-Diet
16*.
Peas Dees*

$149

•LSVI Si114.111S 111114

Mrs. Haim dies Richardson
here on Friday dies; rites
The funeral for Mrs.
Nelle Hahs was Saturday on Tuesday

